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ABSTRACT 

Thesis: The Airport As An Expression Of Circulation 

Research was undertaken of the elements and 

patterns of circulation of existing airport design. 

The study classifies the concepts and assesses the 

value of the- different systems. 

The thesis proposes a comprehensive re-evaluation 

of existing approaches and new concepts through con¬ 

centration upon the individual elements of circulation. 



FEBRUARY 1883: “It may be urged that there is nothing mysterious about 

wing motion, and a simple up and down flapping will at least suffice to 

raise a bird in the air. Why should not men fly? The answer is that 

they are not strong enough." 
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DECEMBER 1874: “Cannot we arouse a little more spirit and inquiry 

regarding the subject of a practical flying machine, and keep the ball 

rolling until the aim is accomplished? What think you of this 

contrivance?” 



HISTORY 

From its meager army surplus beginnings flanking a 

grassed landing field, the airport has evolved to become 

a major transfer point for transportation. In years past, 

the commercial airliner was a means of travel reserved 

for the elite, those few with the money and daring to fly. 

The airport as an expression of this spirit of flight is 

a carry-over from this mystical attitude toward flight. 

Today, air transportation is mass transportation. 

The airplane as a means of transit covers as many passen¬ 

ger miles as all other means of transit combined, excluding 

the automobile.^ The number of passengers carried by air¬ 

lines today has increased 3000 percent in the past twenty 

years from 1,864,000 passengers in 1949 to 55,875,000 

passengers in 1968. A majority of these passengers were 

handled by fifty-six separate commercial airlines in the 
2 

United States which serve seven hundred twenty-one cities. 

The advent of the commercial jet in 1958 has imposed 

problems beyond that of sheer volume upon the airport. 

These problems concern adaptability and will be discussed 

further in the Statement of the Problem. 

^"Airports,u Collier’s Encyclopedia, 1967 edition, Vol, 
X t 

o 
"Airport Operations," Collier’s Encyclopedia, 1967 

edition, Vol. I. 

1 



PASSENGER 

TABLE A 

FATALITIES ON SCHEDULED 

$: 

AIRLINES 

YEAR TOTAL NUMBER PER BILLION 
PASSENGER-MILES 

1950 551 31.5 

1951 443 20.1 

1952 386 15.4 

1953 356 12.5 

1954 447 13.8 

1955 407 10.7 

1956 552 12.5 

1957 507 10.0 

1958 615 11.6 

1959 611 10.2 

1960 847 12.5 

1961 805 11.1 

1962 765 9.5 

1963 717 7.8 

1964 658 6.2 

1965 684 5.6 

1966 908 6.4 

"Air Transportation," Collier's Encyclopedia, 1967 
edition, 1968 Yearbook, p. IYI. 

9 



A fifteen-year historic trend of 13.5 percent an¬ 

nual growth in passenger miles indicates an increase from 

68 billion miles in 1965 to 129 billion in 1970.^ Even 

with increasing volumes of air traffic, only two of every 

ten Americans now fly. Of the remaining eight, studies 

show that three will never fly due to an inherent fear 

4 
of the airplane. Many Americans are of the generation 

which saw the airplane evolve from its earliest stages, 

a time when there was actual cause for apprehension. It 

is, however, easy to point out from the Safety Chart 

( A ) that safety has approached a maximum within the 

existing system upon which it would be very difficult to 

improve. Air transportation has come to be the safest 

form of mass transit, based upon the number of passenger 

miles traveled. 

Fear of crashes in the airplane is not, however, the 

only reason that repels the potential air passenger. The 

confusion of getting on or off a plane at the air terminal 

combines with the existing high fares to discourage the 

remainder of the population. T0 offset some aversion, 

the airlines do offer many reduced rates in the form of 

3 
"Burgeoning Traffic Clogs Airport Roads," Aviation 

Week and Space Technology, October 31, 1966, p.’"1677 

^"Come Fly With Ife," Time, June 25, 1965, p. 90. 

^Ibid. 



4 

family plans, excursion rates, et cetera, to entice 

the potential passenger to air travel. It is interesting 

to note that with every additional one percent of the 

nation’s population that the airlines are able to attract, 
6 

they gain approximately 100 million dollars in revenue. 

The larger capacity jets which are planned for the future 

also present possibilities for further fare reductions. 

Of the initial group of ten Americans, it has been 

shown that two now fly and three will never fly. The 

remaining five, or 50 percent of the population, is in 
7 

the category of the potential customer yet to fly. 

The potential and probability of an increase in 

passenger volumes is imminent. Predictions of the growth 

of air travel have been notoriously shortsighted. Today, 

studies predict that traffic demands will multiply 
g 

fifteen times in the next twenty years. in the next 

two decades, fears inherent in the generations before 

ours will dwindle, as will the fares for air travel, It: 

is not unreasonable to think that predictions based on 

the past may again be shortsighted. 

^ Ibid. 

7 Ibid. 

O 

’’Problems in Airport Design," Aviation \veek and 
Space Technology, January 2, 1967, pi 31). 



Change is the key in the history of aviation. Ade¬ 

quate airport planning V7ill necessarily cope V7ith changes 

in aircraft design and the ever increasing passenger 

volumes of the future. 



NOVEMBER 1874: "M. De Groof’s parachute had wings 37 feet long. Three 

levers worked by hand gave his machine propulsion as might be 

required. His theory was that, having started from a given height, 

he could manage his descent so as to reach the earth by a sort of 

inclined swooping motion, without risk of concussion. M. De Groof 

jumped from a height of 80 feet to the ground and was instantly killed.” 



STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The problems of the airport today are many. The 

areas for improvement in air travel for the passenger 

exist from the inception of the trip until it is over 

and the passenger’s metabolism has once more reached its 

equilibrium. The passenger, however, is only one facet 

of this problem which is complicated by the relationships 

among its varied disciplines. Problems exist not only 

for the passenger and his luggage, but also for other 

people, places and things and the relationships between 

them. Not the least of these problems is air and ground 

transportation in relation to the airport, which are part 

of a comprehensive transportation system linking the pace 

of the pedestrian to the speed of the jet. All of these 

elements are related by one common matrix: circulation. 

Tiie implications made in the History of this thesis 

suggest a major difficulty which is but one aspect of 

circulation; that difficulty is caused by increasing vol¬ 

umes,. Even the newest airports, such as J. F. Kennedy in 

New York and Los Angeles International, are already strain¬ 

ing their capacity,. Chicago's O'Hare is already in excess 

of the air traffic expected in 1970 and, at peak hours, the 

airport actually operates beyond its capacity. 

6 



Aircraft landings and take-offs during that time fre- 
9 

quently exceed one hundred per hour. At any given 

moment during the daylight hours, between 8,000 and 

9,000 planes are aloft in the 350,000 miles of air¬ 

ways controlled by the Federal Aviation Agency. In 

fact, the F.A.A. estimates that air traffic will triple 

in the next decade. 

As the plane traffic volume increases, so must the 

passenger volume. However, if figures indicate that 

air traffic volume will triple in ten years because of 

the emergence of the "jumbo" jets, Boeing’s 747, the 

passenger volumes will increase by even greater pro¬ 

portions. In 1966, there were 107 jet airports in 

operation in the United States. Studies show that by 

1970, we will need 300 such airports. Many experts, such 

as William IScKee, the present head of the F.A.A., feel 

that this figure must approach 400 to accommodate the 
11 

jet aircraft volumes of the future. line volumes of 

passengers indicated for the future should force re¬ 

appraisal of existing passenger handling systems. The 

finger system of circulation from the terminal to the 

^Klass, Philip J. "Automation Reshapes Airline 
Management," Aviation Week and Space Technology, 
October 25, l9T)5, pp. 7"0~71. 

^"Air Transportation," Collier’s Encyclopedia, 1967 
edition, 1968 Yearbook. 

^•"Ketchum, Morris. "The Big Ground Wave," American 
Institute of Architects Journal, XLVII (February, 1967), 
pY 72. ~ 



PASSENGER FLOW TO DEPARTURE LOUNGE 

MINUTES BEFORE 
DEPARTURE 

PERCENT OF PASSENGERS 
PER FLIGHT 

60 0 

55 2 

50 5 

45 11 

40 19 

35 29 

30 42 

25 57 

20 72 

15 85 

10 96 

5 99 

0 100% 
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plane and back may soon prove to be obsolete in handling 

these volumes, although it is considered a sufficient 

system by many. 

Parking has also become a problem of excess. Where 

once the open parking lot adjacent to the terminal 

building was adequate, now passengers are forced to 

walk extreme distances carrying baggage and exposed to 

the weather. New volumes of automobiles, passengers, 

baggage, planes, service and employees urge reassess¬ 

ment of all existing sytems for handling these elements. 

Another difficulty of circulation related to the 

airport is frequency. This problem has attracted little 

effort to solve it. The majority of airports built to 

date ignore it. With the advent of the high capacity 

jet, however, the frequency problem will become acute. 

As shown in the table ( B ) indicating passenger ar¬ 

rivals at departure lounges, passengers begin arriving 

an hour before the flight departs, bringing about a 

”tri.ckle" flow of passenger's and allowing passenger 

handling facilities to absorb large volumes. This is 

not the case with the deplaning passenger. The plane 

releases as many as 210 passengers at a time. This influx 

causes a "flood" upon the passenger and baggage handling 

facilities, often causing xmnecessary waits for baggage, 

automobiles, taxis, limousines or other forms of transit. 

The Boeing 747 jet, predicted to be operational by 1972, 

will release up to 500 passengers at a time. Two or more 



TABLE G 

AVERAGE RUSH- •HOUR WAITING PERIOD * 

AIRPORT DAILY 
FLIGHTS 

MINUTES 
DELAY IN 

MINUTES 
DELAY OUT 

Chicago O'Hare 1,800. 10 16 

New York’s Kennedy 1,537 20 40 

Miami 1,209 7 12 

Los Angeles 1,199 15 25 

Denver 1,195 15 18 

Dallas 945 9 11 

St. Louis 937 4 5 

Atlanta 905 12 15 

Washington's National 872 16 14 

New York’s LaGuardia 866 15 35 

San Francisco 819 11 15 

Honolulu 799 5 4 

Cleveland 797 5 6 

Detroit 766 6 12 

Minneapolis 753 5 10 

Houston 737 5 11 

Memphis 731 8 11 

Baltimore’s Friendship 727 5 8 

Newark 700 16 35 

Philadelphia 673 10 15 

* for aircraft’. 

"How Long They Wait," Tiina, December 29, 1967, p. 70. 
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of these jets landing within minutes of each other will 

stifle any existing ground support facilities in any 

airport today. It is obvious that the problem of fre¬ 

quency lies less within the enplaning that the deplan¬ 

ing passenger, and emphasis on circulation in relationship 

to both should be adjusted accordingly. 

The third facet of the problem of circulation at 

the airport has many aspects to it. This element is 

composed of the hierarchy or priority of systems within 

the airport,. One of these aspects is the relationship 

of the airport to its placement in the national airport 

plan due to its capabilities. Today's airport has to 

fulfill the responsibilities of all modes of air transit. 

It has to provide for the private plane, the corporate 

plane, the domestic trunk airline and the long haul or 

international plane. A single-engined Cessna can fly all 

day long for the cost of the fuel consumed by a large 

jet airliner forced to wait in line behind smaller 

private planes before take-off. It costs approximately 

$360 per hour for one of today's big jets to stand idle 

12 
on the ground. The delay for departing flights during 

the rush hours may approach a 40-minute wait (see Chart C) 

Specialisation within the airport system permits greater 

efficiency in circulation and reduces compromise with the 

other types of air travel. This also allows the planner 

•^Macklin, John. "The Biggest, Cheapest Lift Ever, 
Fortune, LXXII (November, 1965), pp. 179-180. 

ft 
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a free hand for the first time and encourages innova¬ 

tive design. The Federal Government must assume more 

responsibility and leadership in airport planning in 

order to implement a national plan which recognizes 

and acts upon the differences in the scale of air 

travel. 

Another facet in the hierarchy of circulation is 

the shifting emphasis of priority from the plane to 

the passenger. In the past, the airport was built to 

serve the airplane. Planes on taxiways or in loading 

positions were considered to be fixed objects and the 

terminal buildings were moulded to accommodate their 

very special needs. The passenger was considered to be 

a moveable element in the design, which could and did 

adapt to the requirments forced upon him. This was the 

inconvenient era of long walks and long waits. Today, 

the airport is a system of mass transit and, in compe¬ 

tition for increasing passenger volumes, the airlines 

(and hence, the airline terminals) have placed the 

emphasis on the passenger. It is but the beginning of 

this era and already grave concern has been voiced - 

and acted upon - to reduce or eliminate the lengthy 

circulation paths and provide the passenger a maximum 

of convenience. 

Still another element involved in the circulation 

system is the correct relationship of the many varied 

elements in the overall circulation pattern; that is, 



which element takes priority over which? Which element, 

due to importance or necessity, forces deviance in the 

patterns of another? In the case of the plane versus 

the passenger, the plane wants to be spared excessive 

taxiing, and due to noise, heat, blast and fumes, it 

would be best accommodated on the open apron, separated 

from the main terminal. Winds on the apron 150 feet 

behind a Boeing 707 can be 80 miles per hour and noise 

levels 200 feet away can reach 120 decibels at 500 cps. 

For convenient access, however, the passenger would have 

the plane brought directly up to the building. Each argu 

ment must be weighed carefully and a course of action 

determined. 

The hierarchy in circulation can also be applied to 

the transit system from the terminal to the city. A 1961 

survey of 26 airports in the United States revealed the 

following patterns for airline passengers traveling to 

„ . , . ‘ 14 
and rrom the airport: 

13 

Scheduled limousine or bus service 
Taxis 
Private Car 
Public Transit (city bus service) 
Helicopter service (at applicable 

airports) 

18-38% 
12-41% 
37-74% 

less than 4% 

less than 5% 

This survey clearly shows one of the greatest problems 

of circulation involving the transportation system. The 

-- 

Brawns, M. "Airport Passenger Buildings," Architect¬ 
ural Review, CXXXII (November, 1962), p. 341. 

^"Air Terminals," Air Transport Association, 
Aopsndix D. 



automobile provisions for efficient circulation and 

parking require an area far greater than the terminal 

facilities themselves. Since the automobile in transit 

to and from the airport must circulate with normal 

traffic loads within the city, it is subject to the 

peak hours of traffic within the city which, of course, 

coincide with the peak hours of the airport facility. 

Since the studies show that only approximately 30% of 

the air travelers come from the city (as opposed to 

coming from the suburbs), only a very comprehensive 

rapid transit system could entirely eliminate the 
1 5 

automobile problem. ’ Mass transit does, however, 

alleviate the problem and a good rapid transit system to 

and from the heart of the city would considerably raise 

the percentage of persons eminating from this point. 

GatwS.ck Airport, in London, has very good access to a 

railway system and, due to the traffic congestion of 

the highways, 65~7570 of all passengers at that terminal 
16 

use the railway facilities provided. 

There exists a growing dichotemy based upon the 

length of time spent getting to and from the airport in 

comparison to the time spent on the flight itself. The 

■L*>"Burgeoning Traffic Clogs Airport Roads," Aviation 
Week and Space Technology, October 31, 1966, p. T57. 

1 A 
* "Air Terminals," Air Transport Association 

Aopendix D. 
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average air traveler spends 60-70% of his time on 

17 
the ground, and 50% of his time traveling 11%, of 

the distance of his trip,.A In the current New York 

to London flight, 50% as much time is spent on the 

ground as in the air. Air travel has developed to 

the level of the supersonic flight, but ground trans¬ 

portation still flounders at the level of the DC3. The 

lack of consistency between these two elements must, 

be improved. 

Perhaps the single largest area for improvement 

within this transportation system is in the plane it¬ 

self. The design of planes has evolved from the need 

to carry more passengers cheaper and faster. It is 

possible that the plane designer should give more 

thought to passenger handling. The manner in which the 

passenger today enters and leaves the plane is grossly 

inefficient. The process of mass transit should perhaps 

begin before the passengers board the plane. 

The final element which should be considered is 

expandability. It is a function of circulation in that 

circulation systems dictate and are dictated by expansion. 

1 7 
'"Problems in Airport Design," Aviation Week and Space 

Technology, January 2, 1967, p. 39. 

^■8"Burgeoning Traffic Clogs Airport Roads," Aviation 
Week and Space Technology, October 31, 1966, p. T67. 

1 Q 
“^"Air Transportation," Collier!s Encyclopedia, 1967 

edition, 1968 Yearbook. 
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The circulation system should be related to the size 

and capacity of the airport, and the amount and type 

of expansion should dictate the type and extent of the 

circulation. It is important that all elements of cir¬ 

culation capacity within the airport are fulfilled at 

the same period of time or phase of expansion because 

any one element, such as runway capacity, forces re¬ 

strictions upon all other elements. 

In conclusion, the airport is a system of mass 

transportation, harboring all the components of a city. 

The airport tends to become self-sufficient, with only 

the need of that certain commodity, passengers, to pass 

through it. It should not, however, foster growth which 

attracts elements which do not compliment the system 

for this forces a compromise of purpose and the airport 

is first a system of mass transportation. 



OCTOBER 1877: “By the arrangement of a large number of movable fans, 

the operator is relieved of a great amount of resistance which it would 

be natural to suppose the air would offer; and the entire apparatus 

is said to be readily manipulated by a cool-headed adventurer." 



ANALYSIS OF EXISTING AIRPORTS 

The airports which were chosen for analysis repre¬ 

sent virtually all existing methods of coping with the 

problems within airports today. The reason for this 

analysis is to derive a background of information and 

knowledge by means of which a deeper understanding of 

the problems could be realized. 

In analyzing these airports, it became more and 

more evident that the circulation patterns of the many 

varied elements and the relationships between them 

were the key to the design of the airport. Thera was, 

therefore, a chart or outline devised which incorporated 

all the circulatory elements within the airport and 

by means of which these elements xvere analyzed, evalu¬ 

ated and compared. This chart also reinforced the 

observations made later in the thesis. This circulation 

chart, together with a short discussion of the major 

points of the airport and related drawings, comprise the 

analytical background of the thesis. The general histori¬ 

cal background was derived from related reading and 

research. 

' 17 



TABLE D 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
STRUCTURE 

DESCRIPTION 

concrete catenary hung roof (struct, fact vs. 
express. ^ dp-plan, fe enpl. ramps acta an podium 
masonry & reinforced concrete structure 
concrete hyperbolic paraboloid roof 

curt, vail const, precast. 
roof w/ cast-n-nlac. cone. 

prestress dbl. T.on 

fraswi finfgf pan syfl 
nc. groined vaultd roof* Cast-n-plac reinfred 

sonc. used thruout. Lovr 2 lvla obserd <3 entry 

Varied 

reinfred. cone, struct thruout. Frmal plan sun- 

Screening usd on rest., tower & admin.  

reinforced concrete structure; utilitarian 

infreed. cone, panconstruct, for roof of 

tennist Dbl T syst. for narking area  

infred.conc. circ. columns; prestress-precast 
. beams;WirtTTWRU w/atl m11i Ht.l frm flnfar cone 

reinfred cone- built underground v/exception 

of hotel (circular) & control tover 

assume reinforced concrete 

18 



DULLES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - Washington, D. C. 
T9F2  
Eero Saarinen & Associates, Architects 

The use of surface vehicles to carry passengers 

to the aircraft is not new. Buses have been used for - 

many years in Europe. This is the first time, however, 

that mobile lounges specifically have been used. 

The mobile lounge concept works well for the normal 

incoming and outgoing passenger, but works poorly for 

the transfer passenger, the short layover passenger and 

the intercontinental passenger. Since Dulles is the main 

airport for the nation’s capital, it would seem that 

more consideration would be given to the passenger who 

must pass through Customs,. Existing conditions at Dulles 

now take these passengers in the back door of the termi¬ 

nal, in proximity to the maintenance and servicing areas. 

These passengers never experience the excitement of the 

main lobby space of the terminal. Although the mobile 

lounge concept does work, it introduces complexities 

which warrant deeper consideration. 

Even though Dulles does not have the greatest vol¬ 

ume of passengers (O'Hare does), it does have the largest 

capacity of any existing airport in the nation. This air¬ 

port occupies 10,000 acres, more than any airport in use 

(Houston's Jetero will be larger), and was built by the 

Federal Government. The construction of a government 

owned airport allowed a single contract to be let for the 

fuel for airliners and hence, hydrants at the parking 

19 
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area replace gasoline or fuel surface vehicles, reducing 

congestion. Other decisions which are normally made by 

the individual airlines were made by the Government and 

forced upon the entire airport (i.e. the mobile lounges). 

These decisions lend a strong unifying effect to the over 

all concept and impression of the airport. 

20"Eero Saarinen & Associates - 1966 Honor Awards, 
First Honor,” American Institute of Architects Journal, 
XLVI (July, 195F), pp.~3'4“S7; 

21"Eero Saarinen - Dulles,” Casabella, ed. Ernesto 
N. Rogers, CCCIII (March, 1966), pp. 43^49. 

22Dixon, John Morris. ”Air Terminals for Jet Travel,” 
Progressive Architecture, XLII (November, 1961), 
vpfrzttsr. — 

23"Dulies International Airport,” Architectural 
Record, ed. Emerson Goble, CXXXIV (July’,' 19'6T), pp. 101- 
ITU; 

2^Landrum, Charles 0. "La Conception des Aeroports 
aux Etats-Unis,” Architecture d* Aujourd'hui, XXXIV 
(October, 1963), pp^ 74“92'." 

25"Our Two Largest Airports,” (Dulles & O'Hare), 
Progressive Architecture, ed. T. H. Creighton, XLII 
No,. 2 (August, T^bJ), pp,. 86-111. 
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TABLE E 

DULLES 

f- cn 
.O 
:CL 
Q1 

£ 

^ a: 

in passenger 
good circulation to baggage, parking & taxi, but larger deplaning ramp needed td"£andlo-spurt 
traffic of planeloads arriving. 

P
E

O
P

L
E

 

out ” 
mobile lounges prevent communication with visitors; passengers delay entering until last second; 
good circulation to mobile lounges; necessary to arrive 30 min. before flight leaves. 

transfer 11 awkward circulation: passenger must take mobile lounge to terminal, change mobile lounges to go 
to second plane. Also, not enough time in short layover to leave plane. 

customs 11 very poor: passenger is taken in "back door", never sees main terminal space. Poor entry 
for U.8. capitol. 

employee standard: terminal correctly built for passenger, not employee. 
B

A
G

G
A

G
E in good: taken in carts to continuous baggage roadway at ground level & loaded onto conveyor belts 

which meet passenger escalator; often beats passenger to baggage area. 

out good: conveyor belts used to take baggage to one way baggage concourse at ground level where 
it is loaded onto carts and taken to aircraft. 

customs 
poor: Customs baggage handled as an afterthought, much as Customs passenger. 

u- 
pass, loading 

good: parallel loading with mobile lounges; good' circulation to mobile lounges, but bad to 
leave 30 minutes before flight leaves. , 

I 

Li¬ 
'S 

cargo M good: standard air cargo facility to west of terminal; cargo taken from storage directly to 
plane via lifts and trucks. 

a: 
0 service 

satellite & fuel hydrants handle servicing, eliminating some service vehicles, but ecu Id only 
be done when one agency (Fed. Gov’t, here) dictates facilities; no competition for fuel. etc. 

D£ taxiing very good: expense of taxiing to accommodate building is eliminated; noise & fumes of aircraft 
cure away from terminal; there is some cross-traffic from mobile lounges. 

landing 
fair: runways somewhat located to accommodate site; could be better* 

moving auto 
good: simple, through traffic - direct; needs larger deplaning ramp and smaller enplaning ramp. 

pass, parking 
standard: short & long term parking areas, divided as parts of a whole; no advantage gained, 
but proximity. 

employee 11 standard: parking lot to either side of terminal parking lot, with bus to terminal;'long walk 
or possibly long wait in inclement weather for the bus. 

cf) 
taxi adequate: taxi & limoslne at .enplaning ramp, and.deplaning ramp with auto; crowded at 

deplaning ramp. 
V/ 

UJ 
_J rent-a-car poor: auto shuttled from parking lot to deplaning ramp as needed; warrants more consideration. 

0 
T 

bldg service standard: at either side of terminal; conflicts with Customs operations. 

UJ 
> plane 11 service vehicles used only minimally and to service satellites which in turn service 

satellites: good 

helicopter fair: landing strip directly between terminal and planes; good proximity, but passengers must 
go through airline operations & terminal offices to get to ticket counter. 

v/stol no special provision 

internal transit 
mobile lounge good concept, but cost is prohibitive; also works mainly for in & out passengers, 
not transfer passengers; also cross-traffic at runways with airplanes. 

external 11 standard: bus at deplaning ramp and enplaning ramp adequate. 

automobile good: reached by new freeway built for airport 17 miles from city. 

mass transit no special considerations; mass transit (bus) encounters same traffic as auto; offers no 
reward not to take auto. 

air transit no special provision for mass air transit other than helicopter landing space provided. 



MEMPHIS AIRPORT 
W51  
Mann & Harrover, Architects 

The new airport at Mamphis discloses very well 

the limits of a central terminal with a finger concourse 

loading system. The scale is small enough (without ad¬ 

ditions) that the central terminal and finger system 

is more than adequate. Walks are not inordinately 

long and the plan is compact enough to allow the air¬ 

port to function properly and efficiently. With the 

construction of the two proposed additions, however, 

the airport becomes a complex, decentralized, out of 

scale circulation system. Distances between flights on 

opposite sides of the terminal are no longer in scale 

with the pedestrian,. 

The manner in which the architects chose to expand 

the terminal itself further complicates the circulation. 

Rather than link the two new sub-terminals directly to 

the main terminal space, it was decided to operate the 

sub-terminals as separate entities apart from the main 

terminal, although they are adjacent to each other. This 

operation produces duplication of equipment unnecessarily 

and complicates the circulation within the terminal com¬ 

plex for the outbound passenger, as well as for the 

transfer passenger,. 

26 "Another Major U.S.A, Air Terminal," Progressive 
Architecture, ed. T. H; Creighton, XL No. 2 (September, 
T95T), p. “67. 
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27Harrover, Roy P. "Airports for Jets and 
Architectural Record, CXXXIV (October, 1963) 
ITT.    

Pistons, " 
pp. 165- 
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TABLE F 

MEMPHIS in passenger 
better than average due to small size ot terminal;* cross traffic at finger* Baggage pick-up 
and exit at ground level. 

LU 
-J out 11 better than average: passenger exits auto at second level, purchases ticket and embarks 

at central finger; some cross traffic. 75$ of traffic goes only to trunk of split-Y finger. 
Q. 
o transfer M good now, with only one finger concourse. When planned finger additions are constructed: poor 

UJ 
a. customs 11 none 

employee good: main mixing space serves as good circulation space. Also, airline operations areas 
contained in split-Y finger vith good access to planes. 

LU 

g in good: baggage brought by cart from plane to ground level pick-up point in terminal. When nev 
fingers added, nev baggage pick-up areas vill be added in sub-terminals, maybe duplicating carts 

2 o 

3 
00 

out good: conveyor belts take luggage to ground level where it is picked up and taken to plane by 
carts; direct circulation. Nev sub-terminals may necessitate duplication of equipment. 

customs 
none 

0 | Ml 
pass, loading fair: larger airlines use nose-in loading; requires back-up vehicle. American & Delta use 

extended gangways stretched from finger to plane* Smaller airlines load on apron. 

.nn 
1 
u. 
< cargo 11 good: separate cargo facilities to left of main terminal. Service vehicles load cargo. 

a: 
o 
a: 

< 

service 
adequate: all service by means of ground vehicles, Increasing chance of accident on ground. 

a 
taxiing 

fair: parallel runways to either side of terminal; give minor sense of landing-takeoff 
continuity, but still must taxi half length of runvay on landing or takeoff. 

f— 
a: landing 

with only two parallel runways, small percentage of time there is problem of cross winds. 

J 7° 
£a. 

Q- 

< 

moving auto 
good: continuous circulation for service (on apron side of terminal), as veil as to 
enplaning ramp, deplaning ramp and parking. 

pass, parking 
fair: central parking area vith short & long term area; possibility of long walk exposed to 
weather. J employee 11 fair: area provided in main parking lot for employee parking. 

0 (/) 
LU 

taxi fair: taxis congest deplaning ran®; mix vith private autos. 

rent-a-car poor: all offices are located at upper level, away from baggage pickup. Rental cars kept in 
main parking lot and shuttled to terminal when needed. 

' K o 
-T* bldg service 

adequate: service road on apron side of terminal. 

HH 
JL 
LU plane 11 fair: direct access to plane, meal kitchen and baggage area, but no special provisions for 

other service vehicles (i.e. fuel, cleaning, power) 

Ul helicopter no special provision 

v/stol no special provision 

internal transit 
none 

external 11 fair: bus transit uses same ramps as autos, taxis. 

H 
a: automobile standard: freeway from city; competes with normal peak hour traffic. 

T
O

 
A

IR
P

O
 

mass transit standard: buses which use same circulation patterns as autos. 

air transit none 
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O’HARE AIRPORT - Chicago 
194S7T962 ” 
C. F. Murphy & Associates, Architects 

0* Hare Airport in Chicago uses the "finger type 

circulation system to get its passengers to the air¬ 

planes. This system is outdated and out of scale for 

any airport approaching the size of O'Hare, which 

handles the largest volume of air traffic in the U.S. 

In the 1962 design stage, C. F. Murphy & Associates 

proposed a modular terminal scheme linked by moving side¬ 

walks, which was approved by all thirteen airline except 

one, which felt that the old "split-Y" type of circulation 

was more efficient. This system is efficient for airline 

operations located in the fork of the "Y". It is becom¬ 

ing increasingly apparent, however, that an airport should 

not be designed to accommodate,airline operations or the 

plane; it should accommodate the air traveler: 

C.' F.' Murphy & Associates were further restricted 

in their design by the need to use the existing runways, 

the existing tower (now to be replaced) and the existing 

terminal built in 1948.’ The 1962 design team from the 

beginning was forced into many of .its basic decisions 

by an airport planned in 1948 before the advent of the 

jet.' 

It is significant that approximately one-half of 

the passengers at O'Hare are transfer passengers. Ibe 

finger type of circulation,' combined with the linear, 

decentralized terminals, does net in any way favor the 
29 ' 



circulatory path of these transfer passengers. 

The forte of this airport is its meticulous de¬ 

tailing. Attention was given to many seemingly insig¬ 

nificant items which greatly influence the overall 

impression that the complex gives. The concern which 

was given to the architecture itself is reflected in 

the drinking fountains, the telephone booths, the Fames 

chair seating areas and the steel framed glass cages 

for concessions. It is indeed unfortunate that the 

new shiny buildings encase a circulation system tarnished 

by time. 

"Aeroport Internationale de Chicago O’Hare, Etats- 
Unis," Architecture d'Aujourd'hui, ed. A. Persitz, 
XXXIV (OctoFer, lyw), pp.“ 

"Oar Two Largest Airports," (Dulles and O'Hare), 
Progressive Architecture, ed. T. H* Creighton, XLII 
No; l (August, 1963), pp. 86-111. 
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TABLE. G 

O’HARE 

cJ 
H 
{£ 

2° — CL 

£ pg ^a: 
< 

UJ 
—1 
Q. 
o 
UJ 
CL 

in passenger 
poor; standard finger system; long walks along fingers to and from plane 
with little relief; always counter-circulation flow. 

out 11 see above " ^ i 

transfer 11 poor: walk along fingers against traffic. In 1961, 6 million of 13 million total passengers 
were transfer nassenaers: more consideration needed. 

customs n good circulation, but new Customs bldg, attached to 19^8 international terminal; influenced 
by old circulation pattern. If customs passenger takes domestic flight, then long walk: poor. 

employee good circulation for airline operations, located at fork of "Y" finger, but otherwise 
standard.   _.   

B
A

G
G

A
G

E
 

in standard: pickup at ground level, delivery by cart. 
« 

out standard: delivered to ground level by conveyor, taken to plane by cart. 

customs standard: same as above 

A
IR

C
R

A
F

T
 pass, loading good: each airline loads their own aircraft according to the scope of their operations 

Cground, nose-in, parallel) __   .   

cargo 11 standard: separate cargo facilities to left of terminal; loaded by service vehicles. 

service underground hydrants for gas, but air conditioning, power, food, cleaning, etc. still done ^ 
by means of service vehicles. 5 

taxiing poor: often very long taxiing period; each airline has own way of approaching loading point. 

landing standard: two sets of parallel runways 

(/) 
UJ 
_i 
U 

X 
UJ 
> 

moving auto standard circulation: continuous flow around parking lot; need more deplaning area in 
proportion to enplaning. 

pass, parking standard: separated only by area within large parking area; proximity type parking: poor 

employee M standard: park in area of main parking area: no special provisions. 

taxi deployed at deplaning ramp with the auto, bus, etc. 

rentacar special parking area within main parking area used for cars; dispatched by controller at 
terminal; auto brought to deplaning ramp. _ . ... ... 

bldg service ground vehicle servicefram apron side of terminal. 

plane •• 
fuel brought to plane by pipeline; all other services by ground vehicles. 

helicopter no special provision 

v/stol no special provision 

internal transit none 

external 11 most circulate with auto,pickup points at deplaning ramp with auto, taxi, etc. 

automobile freeway to city: auto going to airport competes with peak hour traffic 

mass transit standard: buses which circulate with autos; rail connection planned for future. 

air transit no special provision 
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J?x,-.I01IIS, J&IBEQEI 
1963 
Hellmuth, Yamasaki & Leinwber, Architects 

The circulation at the St. Louis Airport is the 

well known finger system, weakened by a change in 

level from the main terminal area to the fingers them¬ 

selves. Ibis change in level forces the incoming pas¬ 

senger to pick up his luggage at the middle or finger 

level and go up one level to the entry carrying his 

luggage and then exit at this point. 

The main terminal area consists of a series of 

shell concrete vaults with vast glass exposures to 

all sides. Supposedly, the problem of glare and radi¬ 

ant heat will be reduced by the "planting of evergreens." 

The building itself consists of three levels: the main 

terminal space at the upper level, the finger or middle 

level and the apron or service level. The middle and 

lower levels, handled in a more mundane manner than the 

flamboyant vaults of the "great room" of the main wait¬ 

ing area have been screened from the view of the public 

by the bermed automobile entry ramp. 

Service within this terminal was obviously the gov¬ 

erning agent in the design. The service and baggage cir¬ 

culation is very good, but at great expense to the 

passenger. 

It is unfortunate that the architects could see no 

further than the "great room" and the service elements 

within this airport design. 

34 



28 "Airport Architecture," Progressive Architecture, 
ed. T. H. Creighton, XLIV No. .L 'tApril^ ly63), pp. 15*4- 
173. 
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TABLE H 

ST. LOUIS 

H 
od 
o 
CL 
Od 

£ 

^Od 

in passenger 
poor: paaBangor enters through long finger from plane to terminal, picks up baggage at that 

JLevBl,.Jbbanjnuat._go„up. .ona_leyel_.to_leave„airp.ort.  .     __—   
UJ 
-J 
GL 
o 

out 11 poor: passengers enter at upper level, buy tickets, then must go down one level to enter finger 
.syBtem.of_pasflenger.loadingj_encounter .cQmter-.traffic in.this area.    

transfer. 11 fair: no need to change levels, but still need to walk great distances between plane gates, 
as normal in finger system. UJ 

CL customs 11 no customs passengers - domestic airport 

employee 
good: three-level plan provides for compact circulation for employees. 

Ul 
o in 

fair: direct & continuous circulation to passenger baggage pick-up, outgoing baggage & planes, 
but 3-level Plan creates necessity to go up one level to baggage service drive.    

is 

|53 
CD 

 ... .. , . .... - ...   

out 
see above 

customs 
none 

H 
U. 
< 
QC 
O 
Od 

pass, loading 
poor: no extensions provided on fingers, therefore necessary to go out into weather to enter 
plane. 

cargo 11 good: through & direct circulation from air cargo area to planes 

service 
poor: service vehicles used causing traffic & confusion on runway; moat accidents to planes 
occur on ground involve service vehicles , . .      

taxiing 
fair: typical system which offers no advantages other than proximity to runway & terminal 

< 
landing 

standard runway system 

moving auto 
fair: simple & direct circulation, but the auto needs to have direct access to deplaning 
or baggage level. ._ 

pass, parking 
fair: it is divided by proximity into short and long term parking. Majority of parking 
lot exits are at one point, causing congestion and confusion. 

employee M fair: parking across main road at some distance from terminal, but there is pedestrian 
acMS.a_im^thajnaia_r9.adJtJjJare»glLmain..ipa8s.enger parking. JLo.t#.        

(/) 
Ul 

taxi 
poor: no special provision for taxis; use same space and circulation as passenger auto. 

rent-a-car 
poor: auto shuttled from main parking lot to entry area by attendant. 

u 
nr bldg service 

good: direct and throughcirculation at lowest level; does not share circulation with 
any other vehicles. 

JL 
UJ plane 11 fair: the access by truck from the terminal to plane is good, but would be better if some 

of the service vehicles could be eliminated (fuel & power?) 

helicopter 
fair: area provided for helicopters to land at west of terminal,but could be more closely 
related to terminal. 

v/stol 
no special provision 

internal transit 
no mass transit provided within airport 

external 11 standard buses unload at same area as autos and taxis. 

automobile 
expressway from St. Louis constructed in conjunction with airport. 

mass transit only buses which must fight same traffic as auto; offers no reward for not using auto 

air transit 
none specifically provided for 
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J. F. KENNEDY AIRPORT - New York 
T97^r*rg^D  

Kennedy Airport is now one of the largest airports 

in the nation. It has its own police force to protect 

14 million annual visitors. It has 32,000 permanent 

employees with total annual wages of over 300 million 

dollars. Built on land reclaimed from Jamaica Bay and 

also on land that was once a golf course, Kennedy occupies 

4,900 acres and represents a total investment of over 

330 million dollars. 

Kennedy is more than an airport; it is a small city 

and it exemplifies how easily an airport of its size can 

support its own society. Kennedy includes such facilities 

as banks, dentists, three chapels, an animal-port, sev¬ 

eral service clubs, bowling and basketball teams, a 

choral society, two drama societies, a bi-monthly news¬ 

paper, a hotel and the Hilton "Tiger-A-Go-Go". One might 

easily apply the cliche, "it's a way of life". 

After some deliberation, the linear unit type terminal 

design was chosen. In the case of Kennedy, this decision 

was dictated by the many and varied requirements of the 

individual airlines. This solution has its advantages and 

its disadvantages. Primarily, the linear unit design al¬ 

lows each airline to solve its own problems based upon 

its own capacities and needs. 

Because 85% of the passengers at Kennedy are direct 
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passengers, and since of the remaining 157,, 10% are 

transfer passengers within the original carrier, moving 

passengers from terminal to terminal was a minor prob¬ 

lem. Still, 5% of the total passenger traffic of 

14,000,000 or 1,400,000 passengers per year are forced 

to taxi or bus from one terminal to another. It is 

apparent that what is lacking is not planning, but an 

adequate means of transferring a comparatively small 

number of passengers within the airport complex. 

The unit concept does cause problems of duplica¬ 

tion of facilities and of flexibility. For example, if 

one airline were to expand several times that of another, 

the facilities for expansion offered both airlines would 

be about the same - very limited. Any major expansion 

would either be completely stymj.ed or would entail total 

relocation. In the case of some airlines, the lack of 

gate positions necessitates a wait upon landing. Inade¬ 

quate runway facilities, as well as a shortage of air space 

nearby the airport complex,' brings about a similar wait 

upon take-off. 

Ihe main international arrival building has an effici¬ 

ent circulation pattern for incoming passengers and thru- 

Customs passengers, but forces the out-going passenger 

to enter at the ground level, check his baggage and pu- 

chase his ticket, go up one level (over the service and 

baggage facilities) and then back down to the apron level 

for loading. All apron loading also forces exposure to the 



elements both enplaning and deplaning. 

Tne architecture of the individual terminals could 

hardly be called complimentary. Each terminal, screams 

out for attention in the form of a three dimensional 

billboard designating each airline. 

The TWA terminal, Saarinen's "Bird in Flight," offers 

little in terms of circulation. The finger satellite 

loading system is employed and with it comes the prob¬ 

lems of counter-traffic and long walking distances. The 

counter-traffic found in the fingers also is carried 

within the terminal itself, with the ticketing area on 

the same level as the baggage pick-up. 

The Pan American terminal has direct connections with 

the aircraft, employing the nose-in loading technique. 

This method utilizes the parking space (for aircraft) 
O 

around the terminal very efficiently and enables a re¬ 

duction of walking distances and time. Swing-out loading 

ramps are used as connections between the terminal build¬ 

ing and the aircraft. The 110-foot roof overhang serves 

as protection for arriving automobile passengers and 

for enplaning and deplaning passengers. It also simpli¬ 

fies snow removal which would normally be made difficult 

by snow drifts against the terminal building. The problem 

of cross traffic at the loading gates still exists, but 

beyond the gate itself the area is large enough to elimi¬ 

nate problems of circulation caused by the narrow fingers. 

Outbound baggage is handled in a standard manner, via 
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conveyor belts to a main baggage room and then by bag¬ 

gage cart to the individual flights. The inbound lug¬ 

gage handling, however, is particularly efficient. The 

luggage is carried by conveyor belts from all plane 

stations, feeding underground to a central pick-up 

point at the lower level near the deplaning passenger 

exit. 

The multi-airline terminal, designed by I. M. Pei, 

employs the standard finger type loading system, but 

has a plan somewhat different from that of the other 

terminals examined. In this building, outbound passengers 

approach from ground transportation on the parking lot 

side of the building, while inbound passengers leave 

the terminal by means of autos or buses on the apron 

side. This attempt at minimizing cross traffic is not 

entirely successful, in that the worst conflict, cross 

traffic in the fingers, is not eliminated. Within the 

terminal building itself, however, there is virtually 

no cross traffic. Because the ramp for deplaning pas¬ 

sengers has to be at least double the size of the 

auto ramp for the enplaning passengers, due to different 

traffic loading or unloading frequencies, it is un¬ 

fortunate that access from the building is not used on 

all four sides, and thus utilize the apron side and 

the ends for deplaning passengers. This would provide 

a ratio of two to one for deplaning passenger exit 

facilities compared to the enplaning entry facilities. 
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The remainder of the terminals at Kennedy are two 

level plans with baggage and operations on the ground 

floor and ticketing and waiting on the second level. 

These terminals employ either the finger loading system 

or direct access from the terminal to the plane. 

In conclusion, Kennedy Airport appears to be the best 

example of what is being done in airport architecture. 

Within this complex are embodied almost every design 

principle used in airports for the last few decades. 

If one airport was studied to learn the concepts of 

the past and the present, it would be Kennedy. The 

future, however, belongs to another. 

29"Airport City, U.S.A.," Newsweek, April 5, 1965, p. 90. 

30"B0AC JFK Terminal," Aviation Week and Space 
Technology, April 5, 1965, p. 

^"BOAC To Build Terminal at Kennedy Internation Air¬ 
port," Progressive Architecture, ed. T. H. Creighton, 
XLVI NoTV (May, 1965), p. 55' 

^Dorr, Maude,. "Portraits in Architecture," Industrial 
Design, X (May, 1963), pp. -68-71. 

^"1. M. Pei’s Multi-Airline Terminal at Kennedy Air¬ 
port," Arts and Architecture, ed. David Travers. LXXIX 
(May, 1 W±)> pp." zb'-zr: 
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TABLE I 

KENNEDY in passenger each airline has its own terminal J» its own way of handling passengers) some use the finger 
plan (American & Eastern), others satellite (THA) & some use aprons or extended walkways 

UJ 
—1 out 11 see above ^ 

Q. 
O transfer 11 the dispersed layout of terminals discourages transfers between separate airlines (done by taxi] 

but 85& of passengers are direct! 104 of remaining 15i are transfers within original carrier. . UJ 
Q. customs n good! handled entirely by the international arrivals building) direct. 

employee each airline has own circulation patters which require minimal walking & optimal positioning of 
ernnlovee facilities due to concentration of sise because of separation of airline buildings 

• 
UJ 
O in each airline has own system) most use the conventional cart-carrier, depositing baggage at 

convenient pickup point. 

2 s out See above 

customs transferred from plane to terminal via carts & daposited-at customs counters. Often baggage 
carts must go far to get around fingers of terminal instead of under them. 

© 
L« 

pass, loading each alrijne has own method, ranging from unprotected to protected, from walking to fingers 
from apron f and also to satellites & walkway extensions 1 

u. 
< cargo 11 separated from terminal "city", within its own area. Cargo handled via ground carriers from 

storage. & office areas to planes. .. 
Q: 
0 
£ 

service handled by underground pipeline) but power, food handling, etc. handled by ground vehicles. Due 
to fuel connections, pfflftimft of planes must be precise. 

•' • taxiing taxiing to airline done by peripheral taxivayo surrounding terminals. Because of distance to 
terminals, most planes taxi under own power, but some must be pushed out to runway from .torainal 

h- 
a: 
A 

< 
landing good! runway patterns allow for all wind positions, but the intersection of 3 instrument run¬ 

ways east of terminal dictates the use of only one at a time. 

dS 
70 
±CL 

a: 
< 

moving auto due to separation of parking areas, the circulation around them, though direct, is complex & 
a newcomer to the airport could easily be confused. 

E=a pass, parking parking is handled within. 3 separate lots near individual terminals with provisions for VIP, 
short & long term parking by means of divisions within the areas. 

S' employee 11 provided by area within main parking lots, generally at a maximum distance from terminal, 
necessitating long walks in inclement weather. 

0 

L
E

S taxi mixed with public auto circulation, poor means of getting short distance between terminals) 
distances often too short for taxis, too long to walk. 

\z/ 
rent-a-car individual or unit terminal concept poses problems of duplication of facilities) has in each 

terminal offices which call for rental cars from a central parking area when needed. 
U 
T" bldg service most try to segregate service section to the terminal oh the apron level, leaving upper levels 

to passengers & handling. 
B 

X 
Ui plane n service vehicles based at each terminal, forolhg duplication of some vehicles. Fuel trucks 

eliminated by pipelines or conduits. 

B helicopter circulation from downtown N.Y.C. to airport) lands on plane parking apron* BOAC has landing 
pad on roof At direct, circulation to terminal. 

v/stol facilities being developed in N.Y.C., but at Kennedy main runways must be used. 

internal transit between terminals, only taxis. TWA's terminal has design provisions for moving sidewalks, but 
rav be curtailed for aafetv reasons. 

external 11 Busses from city circulate with automobile traffic. 

& automobile access from N.Y.C. to airport is by freeways. Often takes several hours to get to and from 
city in beak hours. 

p& 1 #y 
mass transit only busses come Into eontaot with airport, but some of these connect directly with subway 

or rail routes. 
LX. 

< air transit helicopters are in service between downtown N.Y.C. and airport, and v/stol are now being 
provided for.  ! — —  —^^    
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LOS ANGELES AIRPORT 
IW£  
Pereira & Associates, Architects 

Mien gate positions at an airport approach a capacity 

of thirty to forty planes, decentralization is necessary. 

It is no longer possible to efficiently have a central¬ 

ized terminal. 

There are several methods of decentralization and 

the Los Angeles Airport is a good example of one of the 

least efficient. Each terminal there serves approxi¬ 

mately six large jets and four small ones. For this 

small number of gate positions, facilities which are 

usually found at any major terminal building are dupli¬ 

cated at each satellite. These facilities include bars, 

restaurants, coffee shops, baggage handling systems, car 

rental offices, et cetera. 

Each satellite does serve several airlines, with the 

exception of the United Airlines terminal; at least each 

airline is not required to support its own complete 

terminal facility, as is the case of many airlines at 

J. F. Kennedy Airport in New York. In this case, however, 

the satellite system is too decentralized; the small number 

of gates at each terminal does not justify such dupli¬ 

cation. 

The circulation between these satellites also presents 

a problem which supposedly was solved by the use of a 

shuttle bus on the automobile roadway. However, due to 



the automobile traffic encountered, this transportation 

proved to be very inefficient. An apron shuttle bus 

system was then provided. This method also encountered 

a traffic problem, though less severe: that of cross 

traffic with the aircraft. This solution is far from 

ideal because 90% of the accidents which happen to air¬ 

craft occur on the ground and are primarily caused by 

service vehicles. 

The Los Angeles Airport appears to be the first to 

use a tunnel in connection with a satellite system and, 

in terms of aircraft positioning and circulation, it is 

one of the best means of access to a satellite. Some 

tunnels, although not all, which lead to satellites 

employ the moving sidewalk, an excellent means of cir¬ 

culation. The lack of vertical orientation, however, 

through natural light or other means, must give the pas¬ 

senger travelling in the tunnel an impression of a 

surrealistic limbo between the plane and the terminal. 

The automobile is a major problem at Los Angeles, 

as it is at any large airport. Plans are now being made 

for expansion of the existing parking area which call 

for the construction of several levels of parking over 

the presently inadequate area. Unplanned changes of 

this type will alw7ays appear makeshift. An interesting 

fact about the parking at Los Angeles is that although 

they are divided into short and long term areas, employ¬ 

ees must park in the same areas as the passenger and pay 
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the sams rates. Ibis is, of course, an extremely un¬ 

satisfactory situation for the employees. 

As shown in the charts depicting freeway traffic 

in Los Angeles today versus the traffic in' 1990, the 

industry spawned by the airport complex has created 

an overburden on the freeway system. It is obvious 

that the answer to this problem, shared by most air¬ 

ports today, is not the addition of more freeways, but 

a system of mass transit to relieve the traffic on the 

freeways. 

The other element within this complex which war¬ 

rants comment is the restaurant in the middle of the 

parking lot. It does not serve as a unifying element 

for all the pieces of the complex as planned. It is, 

in fact, an "oasis in a desert of cars" and competes 

with the restaurants located in the satellites. Actually, 

there is no node, no focusing element that is_ the airport. 

This is not essentially bad for an airport is primarily 

a system of transportation; A focal element such as 

this could, however, if properly connected to the satel¬ 

lites, provide a centrum for orientation, a means to 

give a sense of unity to its subsidiary parts. 

^ "Airport City, U.S.A.," Newsweek, April 5, 1965, p.90. 
35 

"Airport Expansion at Los Angeles," Aviation Week 
and Space Technology, October 31, 1966, pi 167. 
“36 

"Burgeoning Traffic Clogs Airport Roads," Aviation 
Week and Space Technology, July 17,.1967, p. 55. 



37 Dixon, John Morris. "Air Terminals for Jet Travel," 
Progressive Architecture, XLII (November, 1961), 
pp. T2F-Y63. 
J "Aeroport de Paris-Orly," Architecture d*Aujourd'hui, 
ed. A. Persitz, XXXII (September, l~96l), pp] ’^r6~T5~, 
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TABLE J 

LOS AKGELES in passenger 
poor: unlike two-level systems, cross-traffic Is encountered at all timesj walk In tunnel 
(from satellite to ticket office) without relief. 

LU 
-J out » 

poor: see above 

Q. 
o transfer 11 two ways of transferring: good • shuttle bus which goes from satellite to satellite; 

noor: shuttle bus on roadway with auto traffic; long walk in 2 tunnels; easy transfer in Just 1. 

■ 

LU 
Q. customs 11 no information available. Airport divided Into International and domestic passenger satellites, 

with International one at the north. 

employee fair: each satellite accommodates the operations & services of Its airlines. Restaurant, coffee 
shop, etc. in each one; but difficult to circulate within entire alroort. 

LU 
O in good: baggage travels short distance by service cart, then by conveyor from satellite to 

hn.Bcm.ao uiek-irn at auto roadw&v. 

3 
1 

out good: passenger checks baggage at ticket counter where it Is sent by conveyor belt to satellite 
for short trip to plane by cart; unfortunately not handled entirely by conveyor belt. 

customs no Information available; assume handling Is similar to domestic baggage. 

L- 
pass, loading good: short, adjustable, expanding fingers stretch from satellite to plane; nose-in loading 

position. 

a UL 
< 

cargo 11 good: handled In separate area of airport (to east). Loading done by ground vehicles; cargo 
palletised.   

1=3 01 
u 
C£ 

service poor: entirely accomplished by ground vehicles; duplication of service vehicles (food, 
fuel, etc.) H 

taxiing fair: nose-ln loading position requires ground vehicles to back out, but satellite terminals 
allow free circulation: necessary to taxi around complex either on landing or take-off.   

d 

, 
I
N
 

A
I
R

 P
O
R
I
 

< 
landing good: double sets of parallel runways (east-west) with one runway running north-south. Planes 

circling to land fly over ocean and suburbia. 

moving auto fair: continuous circulation, but competes with bus, shuttle, taxi, etc. Also could be more 
direct. 

C^j' pass, parking fair: parking not divided into short & long term areas. Decentralization of terminal 
eliminates need. Proximity to terminal rood, but still exposed to weather. 

. \ ' ' ’ } employee 11 fair: only special areas near administration & police, etc. Employee parking for satellites 
and ticket off lees within main parking lot with special permits. 

0 ' 

</) 
LU 

taxi poor: taxi traffic mixed with other traffic and service- is "spread thin" throughout 
different terminals. 

' ' > rentacar poor: duplication of facilities at all airlines' pick-up points (baggage). Rental cars . 
shuttled from parking lot when needed. |5^ Y 

o 
-r“ bldg service fair: terminal service circulates on apron next to ticket office building. 

C=3 
X 
LU 
> 

plane 11 fair: service vehicles at Individual satellites; some conflicting traffic between plane and 
shuttle bus. '    

helicopter fair: helicopter shuttle lands directly on apron space next to satellites. Passengers then 
unlk ncross open apron, through service areas to ticket counter. 

■ ' v/stol no special provision 

internal transit two shuttle buses: one circulates on apron space (good, but.slight conflict with planes) and 
the other circulates with the automobile (poor). 

external 11 poor: buses circulate among auto traffic. 

£ 

:■ < 

automobile new Interchange built at airport & Imperial Highway; freeway to city, but must fight traffic 
generated by Industry nearby (see article). 

mass transit standard: only buses from city; more needed; possibly rail service ^ 

1' air transit fair: helicopter service provided from Los Angeles 
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TORONTO AIRPORT 
1965 
J. B. Parkin 6c Associates, Architects 

Ihe Toronto Airport has a definite split characteri¬ 

sation: a rectilinear parking and terminal complex, as 

opposed to an enclosing circular passenger handling con¬ 

course. Both elements represent separate and distinct 

circulation patterns, from the parking areas to the 

terminal, and from the terminal to the aircraft. 

Toronto’s strongest aspect is its very good circula¬ 

tion from its stacked parking to the terminal by means 

of elevators from level to level, eliminating long walks 

in any weather. By locating the parking above the termi¬ 

nal itself, continuous circulation around the terminal 

is achieved for the aircraft at the apron level. 

The plan of the terminal in relation to the aircraft 

is that of a two-level scheme, enplaning at the upper 

level and deplaning at the lower level. This plan pro¬ 

vides other reasons for its use other than that of the 

obvious separation of entry and exit points to and from 

the automobile. One of these reasons is that the passenger 

enplanes at a level corresponding to the loading level 

of the aircraft. If the aircraft is to be boarded at 

apron level, then there is no point in driving up one 

level and then walking down the corresponding distance 

to the plane. The deplaning passenger faces the same 

problem when exiting the plane - walking up one level 
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to the concourse in order to bridge the service roadway, 

and then down to the deplaning concourse to pick up 

his luggage and exit. 

Applying the multi-level concept, it would seem that 

it would be very easy to depress the service roadway to 

a level below the apron, with ramps up to the apron 

allowing the deplaning passenger direct access to the 

lower baggage and exit level. Baggage could be trans¬ 

ported to a pick-up point at the deplaning level by 

a conveyor belt to a carousel. It would also be possible 

to eliminate any conflict between enplaning and deplan¬ 

ing passengers by allowing the enplaning passengers to 

circulate at a level above the deplaning passengers, 

at the level of the ticket lobby. The enplaning pas¬ 

senger could then descend to the apron directly at the 

gate. This feature, plus the future possibility of 

direct access to the plane at the upper level would seem 

to justify the repetition of concourse levels. 

A duplicate of this terminal, adjacent to the exist¬ 

ing terminal, has been projected for construction in 

the near future - a modular concept not unthought of 

before. However, if this concept is carried out, circu¬ 

lation will be sorely lacking without an internal transit 

system independent of the public automobile traffic. It 

appears that this is an obvious necessity, but nowhere 

are there any indications of such planning. 

In conclusion, Toronto Airport has the nucleus of 



some very good ideas. The satellite airport provides 

for continuous circulation for the aircraft, as well as 

providing for expansion in the modular manner (with a 

connecting transit system). The parking area has an ex¬ 

cellent relationship with the terminal. The multi¬ 

level scheme of the terminal handles the circulation 

from the automobile to the terminal well, in addition 

to relating the elements efficiently. It is unfortunate, 

however, that the circulation from the terminal to the 

aircraft was not molded in the same utilitarian manner. 

39 "Toronto Airport," Arts and Architecture, ed. David 
Travers, LXXXIII (May, 1966), pp. 14-16. 
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TABLE K 

TORONTO 

H 
Cd 

■O 
:CL 
Od 

P
E

O
P

L
E

 in passenger fair: circulation Blightly bettor than finger concourse due to continuous circulation, but 
still cross-traffic and long walks at concourse. Must ascend only to descend for exit. 

out 11 good circulation from parked auto to ticket counter via vertical transportation. Circular con¬ 
course similar in problems to finger concourse: cross-traffic & possibility of long walks:fair 

transfer 11 fair: but circular concourse needs two diagonals or open circulation inside oircle, not 
.lust one diagonal. 

customs 11 fair: from finger descend one level to Health & Immigration] then ascend one level to concourse] 
excellent point for Customs & baggage circulation in relation to deomestic deplaning. 

employee good: continuous circulation throughout] good position for airline operations at fingers. 

B
A

G
G

A
G

E in very good: after pick-up at plane, doesn't circulate on plane apron but on service drive. 

out very good: conveyor belt to baggage room, then by cart on service drive to aircraft. 

customs very good: same as inbound baggage, but brought to different, but equally convenient, 
baggage pick-up point. 

A
IR

C
R

A
F

T
 pass, loading poor: although fingers extend from circular concourse toward planes, passenger must still be 

exposed to weather in walk from finger to aircraft. 

cargo 11 good: cargo facilities separated from terminal and handled by service vehicles. 

service fair: use ground service vehicles, but since most of circulation would occur at service road, 
conflict of vehicle and alroraft is minimized. 

taxiing good: direct circulation from runway, continuous around terminal. Do not need tow vehicles 
due to open apron parking. 

landing no information on runway patterns available. 

V
E

H
IC

L
E

S
 

moving auto good: continuous circulation at enplaning & deplaning ramps without the necessity to 
encircle large parking lot. 

pass, parking 
good circulation for short term parking directly adjacent to enplaning & deplaning (up or down 
one-half level)] very good circulation for long term parking by elevator. 

employee 11 very good: area within long term parking] access by elevator. 

taxi adequate: taxis at deplaning ramp with other auto traffic. 

rent-a-car better than average: down one level (by elevator or stair) from deplaning concourse. Assume 
rental cars kept in short term parking at this level: direct access to auto.   

bldg service good:by means of vehicle on service roadway. Special provision for storage of maintenance 
equipment. 

plane 11 good: excellent access to planes and to baggage pick-up, bulk food preparation, etc. 

helicopter no special provision 

v/stol no special provision 

internal transit 
none: but with advent of second terminal, it will be badly needed. 

external u bus access to enplaning & deplaning ramps. 

automobile standard: freeway from city, competing with non-airport traffic. 

mass transit standard: only bus transit from city on auto circulation paths. 

air transit no special provision 

£ 

^Od 
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HOUSTON INTERCONTINENTAL AIRPORT (JETERO) 
1958 
Golemon & Rolfe, Architects 

The Houston Intercontinental Airport is the first in a 

series born of the new school of thought in airport plan¬ 

ning. Previously, airports seemed to be a constant type 

of building; today, it is apparent that an airport is a 

system of transportation which must be built with the 

maximum of flexibility which airplanes demand. 

The unit terminal concept as used at Houston is quite 

different from that used at Kennedy Airport. As an airport 

complex, Kennedy cannot expand and the airline is com¬ 

mitted to its environment within the individual terminals. 

At Los Angeles, there is a situation similar to Houston: 

a universal area for the airline's ticket offices and 

boarding facilities. For each block of supporting facili¬ 

ties, however, the number of gate facilities is but half 

the number served by similar facilities at Houston. One 

of the best comparisons with Houston is Toronto, which 

also has a unit terminal design. Unfortunately, Toronto 

has circulation problems from ticketing to the planes and 

falls short of Houston in the number of gates served. This 

last difficulty could be rectified in the terminals to be 

built in the future at Toronto and, by using a satellite 

loading system or a wing-over-wing parking solution with 

the elimination of any fingers, Toronto could actually be 

more efficient per unit terminal than Houston. 



A major aspect, if not the major aspect, about unit 

terminals is that the developer does not limit the 

facilities in terms of the design of future unit termi¬ 

nals. The next terminal built would, in all probability, 

have changes in the basic elements dictated by new ad¬ 

vances in technology, aircraft design and overall planning. 

One of Houston's strongest aspects, which is lacking 

in many airports, is its inherent simplicity. It would 

be very difficult for a passenger to become disoriented 

within this complex. This simplicity is evident also in 

the airline operations; the majority of the related 

faciliti.es have an excellent working environment. Em¬ 

ployee1 and service inter-relationships, as well as 

circulation, are direct and expedient. 

The architects were, of course, partially guided in 

their solution by cost and economics. There are, however, 

two alterations which, though expensive, would greatly 

improve the overall concept. One change would be to put 

all the automobile parking above the terminal and allow 

circulation underground from terminal to terminal, as at 

Toronto; this offers freer circulation for the planes 

around the terminal and a greater perimeter for gate 

positions. This same line of reasoning could be applied 

to the satellite holding rooms. The other change would 

be to enter and exit the linear unit at opposite ends, 

offering positive circulation throughout from the two 

major roads of access. This would eliminate the necessity 



to tunnel beneath runways, as well as giving back to 

the terminal at the entry to the linear scheme the 

space used to accommodate the entry road; this space 

could be used for additional satellites in relation to 

the entry terminal. 

In conclusion, the linear unit terminal concept uti¬ 

lized at Houston Intercontinental is not as revolutionary 

a scheme as that of some airports, such as Dulles, but 

it has practical and logical implications for every 

airport to be built in the future. 

It should be noted that a more comprehensive study 

of Houston was possible, as opposed to the other airports, 

because of the vast amount of information which was 

available for analysis. For this reason, many apparent 

problems were solved by the detailed knowledge and 

firsthand review of the complex. 

^ Bulban, Edwin J. "Texas Expanding to Meet Air Traffic 
Growth," Aviation Week and Space Technology, December 19, 
1966, p. W. — 

"Houston International Airport," Golemon & Rolfe, 
Architects. 

A f} 
*'* "Texas Airport Ifey Cover 21,000 Acres," Aviation 

Week and Space Technology, October 4, 1965, p. ~J5~. 
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TABLE L 

HOUSTON 

P
E

O
P

L
E

 in passenger 
good: passenger deplanes at satellite flight station, walks minimal distance against cross-traf-- 

flc to main lobby & down to baggage pickup level; maximum deplaning area at roadways: excellent. 

£ 

□ 
0 

E23 

y 

IN
 

A
IR

P
O

R
T

 

out 11 good: enters building (terminal; at ticketing level, walks to satellite (against cross-traffic) 
Si boards plane. Circulation from parking above by elevator: excellent. 

transfer 11 good: passenger walks from sat. to terminal, descends 2 levels, takes train to another terminal,~ 
goes up 2 levels & out to sat. Most transfer pass, remain within 1 terminal with minimum effort. 

customs 11 good: direct circulation in split concourse, from satellite to Immigration & Customs, down 1 
level by escalator at end of concourse. Customs unit term, planned at hotel; narrow concourse. 

employee 
good: airline operations at lover level of flight station; simple & direct circulation 
throughout. 

B
A

G
G

A
G

E in good: by cart to baggage pick-up area & placed on elongated "carousel" for each airline. Con¬ 
veyor belt from satellite to baggage pick-up would simplify vehicle circulation. 

out 
good: by conveyor belt to baggage make-up room, then by cart to plane. Conveyor belt to 
satellite would eliminate vehicle circulation. 

customs 
fair: baggage moved from baggage make-up room to Customs •(& back for connecting flights) by 
conveyor belt. New International terminal (with hotel) promises better baggage circulation. 

L— 
pass, loading 

good: from standardized satellite, each airline is allowed to provide own means of loading 
bridges, etc.; all planes are nose-in loading. 

A
IR

C
R

A
F

1 

cargo ” 
good: accommodated in separate zone of airport complex & handled by ground service vehicles. 

service 
good: fuel handled by hydrants at apron plane position. Seme airlines provide power for A.C. 
Ss compressed air starting for aircraft by conduit. All other servicing by ground vehicles. 

taxiing 
fair: direct taxiing, but. inability to cross linear terminal complex could cause long distances 
to taxi. 

landing 
good landing pattern in final plan & adequate now. Good high speed exits from runways. 

V
E

H
IC

L
E

S
 

moving auto 
good: 1-way circulation pattern, but could be improved by entering & exiting circulation at 
opposite ends, not middle. 

pass, parking 
good: short term parking located at ground level near terminal; could be better like Toronto. 
Long term parking at ground farther from terminal & above term. bldg. Minimal distances. 

employee 11 good: minimal parking next to terminal or within. Employee parking in special area away from 
terminal with bus transport to terminals. 

taxi 
very good: special taxi-llmosine pick-up area on one side of terminal. 

rentacar 
very good: special rent-a-car pick-up on one side of terminal. 

bldg service 
very good: direct access to terminal by roadway beneath enplaning ramp. 

plane 11 good: direct circulation for baggage tugs with no cross traffic & minimum of apron circulation. 
Ither vehicles, food, power, move on & off apron in designated areas. 

helicopter 
standard: helicopter would land on apron area. 

v/stol 10 special provision. 

internal transit 
very good: special automated shuttle train system at below grade level, circulates between 
init terminals. 

external 11 good: bus from city loads with taxi at special gate. Rail transit proposed. 

T
O

 
A

IR
P

O
R

T
 

automobile 
good: access from 2 major highways and north loop around city. AH freeway system. It is 17 
ailes from downtown Houston. 

mass transit standard: buses compete with auto traffic. Express rail system proposed. 

air transit sir transit system for NAHA proposed from Ellington AFB. 
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GATWICK AIRPORT - London, England 
m%  
Yorke, Rosenberg & R&rdall, Architects 

Gatwick Airport was the first airport in Europe 

to employ the finger loading system. Ihe fingers were 

extended beyond their original planning stages and, 

due to this and the inherent weaknesses of the finger 

plan concept, the distances to be walked to the air¬ 

craft are excessive. 

The circulation from the terminal to the plane 

and vice versa is poor, largely because of cross traf¬ 

fic within the terminal lobby and within the fingers. 

The circulation through Customs and Immigration, how¬ 

ever, is direct and well conceived. The circulation to 

and from the automobile is very poor. The enplaning 

passenger and deplaning passenger are in constant con¬ 

flict on the single automobile ramp leading to the 

terminal. The parking is situated in such a manner that 

the quantity of cars parked increases with distance from 

the terminal. There also seems to be little or no pro¬ 

visions for employee parking. 

The baggage claim area for passengers other than 

through-Customs passengers is extremely restricted and, 

at times, must share this small area with Customs for 

deplaning passengers. 

The major asset of Gatwick is obviously not its 

circulation within the airport, but its relationship to 
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bus and railway transit and its unique relationship to 

the main access to London. A railway station is located 

directly adjacent to the main terminal with access to 

it by means of a covered bridge and covered walkway. A 

bus station is also provided. It is located on the ground 

floor of the terminal and is reached by a stairway from 

the main lobby. This bus station is particularly inter¬ 

esting in that it actually borders on the main automobile 

highway, A-23, which runs directly beneath the main 

structure. This provides an extremely good relationship 

between the terminal and a continuous form of transit. 

Because of this excellent relationship to mass transit, 

especially rail, combined with the difficulties of auto¬ 

mobile travel, induces 65-75% of all air travelers to 

use the mass transit provided rather than the automobile. 

Having a form of transit which does not compete with the 

automobile (less of a problem in England) should be a 

prerequisite for any major terminal built in the United 

States. 

"Air Terminals for Jet Travel," John Harris Dixon, 
Progressive Architecture, XLII (November, 1961), 
pp7~rz6-T6y.  
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TABLE.M 

LOMJOIf 
OATWICI 

m 
• in passenger poor: enplaning $ deplaning pass* ramp is one. Must go up to lobby level to pick up baggage, with 

cross traffic at all points, then down to rail, buses. Finger system: poor. 
LU 
-J out 11 poor: cross traffic at all points, even at auto. Good circulation thru Immigration to waiting 

lounge. Finger system forces long walks. 
Q_ 
o transfer 11 poor: transfer from domestic to international or opposite complex la time consuming. From one 

domestic 4o another can be done in one finger « good. 
LU 
Q_ customs u fair: after coming up one level from deplaning, good circulation thru buffer lounge, then to 

Customs &out. FOOT circulation to EstOj bat Good to rail 

employee fair: seme employee services (cafeteria) in separate building. Operations at lower level of 
finger. ••■J 

LU 

S3 in , 
after, baggage is oarted to terminal, conveyor belt transport Ate baggage pick-up point. Domestic 
bagg. pickup point poorly located in departure. Customs inspection hall. 

s 8 out good: conveyor system transports baggage to handling room where it; is carted to planed at 
apron.'. . - ....AV.'J■•-•'Av-:.:-.-. 

W 1 customs 
good: oiroulatlon good to Customs area (same as Inbound baggage above). Good customs pickup 
point and circulation. 

0 ' •. , 1 , pass, loading poor: passenger walks across apron to plane from finger circulation system. Exposed to weather, 
propwash, etc. I" 

cargo 11 mintcial focill/tisp • trow main t^minalr (Joofl handling l>yground vshlclMt o LL 
< 

V- 01 

u service 
standard: handled by ground service vehicles. 

IN
 

A
IR

P
O

R
T

 taxiing poor: the runway situatednso that plane:may have to taxilength of runway back to terminal. 

•• n ■ 
< 

landing 
poor: only 1 runway. Problems of wind, traffic. Airport originally built as alternated to ' 
main one closer to London. Gatwibk limited by site, neodea new runways. 

J moving auto 
poor: enplaning & deplaning done on seme level (reap). Circulation good freer highway to tonal# 
nal, but poor in parking areas. 

E=a pass, parking 
poor: parking in 2 separate lots; assume that the closest lot is ohort term and the other is 
long term, but no cars are close to terminal. Poor circulation from parked auto. 

employee n poor: seme autos parked near service buildings. Assume remainder must park in open passenger 
parking lots. Auto accommodated poorly. 

0 V) 
LU 

taxi poor: taxi at ramp used for enplaning & deplaning. 

rentacar no Information available. 

u 
T bldg service fair: service to terminal handled by means of perimeter road and on apron. 

mim 
LU plane n standard: service vehicles circulate on apron & park next to finger systems. 

O helicopter no special provisions 

KZS v/stol no special provisions 

internal transit 
oono 

external 11 good: bus transit has special terminal at lower level & rail service is across short bridge 
from terminal to rail line in close proximity. 

T
O

 
A

IR
P

O
R

T
 

automobile good: located directly over main highway to London. 

mass transit good: rail & bus transit are directly adjacent to terminal with excellent through 
circulation 

air transit none 
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BRASILIA AIRPORT 
Proposed 
Sergio Bernardes, Architect 

The newly proposed airport at Brasilia- is visionary 

in some aspects and naive in others. Oversimplifica¬ 

tion of many complex elements of the airport could lead 

to total disaster. 

However naive the planning may be, the airport holds 

many promises for the future. At first glance, the plan 

seems too ambitious; but after considering the planning 

of Brasilia itself, it appears more plausible. The under¬ 

ground concept of airport planning has been used before, 

but never so extensively. The only elements which are 

above ground are the control tower, the planes and a 

hotel. 

The airport is arranged in much the same manner as 

an aircraft carrier, with basements and sub-basements 

accommodating freight and passengers respectively. The 

runways are also similar to those of an aircraft carrier. 

There are only two runways, laid out almost end to end 

with the parking apron between them. The circulation of 

an airplane landing, taxiing, unloading, loading and 

taking off is continuous, with a minimum of wasted effort, 

time and motion. The elimination of cross runways may be 

critical because of the minuscule percentage of the time 

when high cross winds make them absolutely necessary. 

Brasilia’s new airport looks to private investors for 
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much of its financing and because of this, the core of 

entertainment facilities at the airport is of extreme 

importance. 

The stacking by levels of the elements that comprise 

the airport is, in principle, not new or revolutionary. 

It is, in fact, a tested means of condensing the parts 

of a transport center, be it rail or air. The concept 

of servicing and loading the planes from underground is 

excellent, but it brings up difficulties in the mechani¬ 

cal execution of these ideas. Hoping to eliminate baggage 

carts, food service vehicles and cargo trucks, Bernardes 

plans to have these elements move vertically by elevator 

to the apron. What means are to be used to transport 

these bulk items the short distance from the elevator 

to the planes is unknown. Another problem is that a 

service element such as fire control should be entirely 

flexible through mobility, not fixed in position as at 

Brasilia. Structurally, the cost of excavating and the 

problem of suspending jets which average 200 tons apiece 

seem overwhelming. 

Another major problem is one of flexibility and ex¬ 

pansion. In Bernardes' design, the entire airport must 

be built at one time in order to function properly; it 

cannot be built in gradual stages. In addition, there 

are no practical provisions for expansion other than the 

building of another entirely separate airport, a solution 

which in many ways seems better than modifying an older 



airport. 

In conclusion, it is obvious that this airport is 

boldly visionary in its planning and can easily be 

criticized. It is this approach, however, which may be 

the only assurance of adequacy in the airports of the 

future. 

44 uprojet d’Aeroport a Brasilia," Architecture 
d*Aujourd'hui,. ed. A. Persitz, XXXIV (October,' 1963), 
p. xxx. 

t’S "Aeroport a Brasilia," Architecture d*Aujourd’hui, 
ed. A. Persitz, XX (February"^ 1967), p. 58. 
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TABLE N 

BRASILIA in passenger 

out 11 

transfer 11 

customs 11 

good circulation to terminals direct elevator from apron; but lacks transport from terminal 

to correct parking lot, bus.      

very good: passenger parks & exits next to terminal, takes elevator directly to plane; difficult 
to know vhich terminal to go to - learn in advance? Exposure to elements on apron* 

difficult: must take elevator to terminal level, circulate between terminals, take elevator 

TIP to new flight*          

good: separate customs facilities within each terminal. 

employee 

in 

out. 

good: continuous in all cases. At freight level could be more direot, rather than going 
ground n^i^rnfftr^nce Of Circle.   '  

circulation not clearly indicated; assume that all baggage circulates within separate terminals 

and is brought to and from .plane by cartB-to elevator located near terminal 

see above 

customs see above 

pass, loading all passengers loaded on open apron exposed to weather; elevator circulates between 
terminal and passenger holding area. 

cargo 11 cargo separated within terminal by level; brought up to apron level by freight elevators. 
Service-vehicles required to transfer from elevator to plane.    

service all servicing of plane done by pipeline, conduit; ground crew needed, but service vehicles 

eliminated. Exception: freight  

taxiing very good: very short taxi distance, directly at end of runway; direct & continuous 

c jgguiation. ..t.Q_t     

landing 

moving auto 

only two parallel runways provided due to prevailing winds; runways sloped at 1.25$ for 
one-half length of each: takeoff, uphill h raking.        

good: continuous circulation through complex; circulation in short parking areas could be 

awte&rdt_ALL-_auto circulfttl9B_undergroundt_     ..    

pass, parking 

employee 11 

taxi 

short-term parking near terminal, long term parking at basement (freight level); remote 

from terminal, perhaps worse than normal situation; orientation would be difficult.  

space provided in long-term parking area at freight level ; good circulation and 
relationship to work-areas.             

few taxis used ; would be in some areas with bus transit at opposite points on circle. 

rent-a-car possibly located in long-term parking area & dispatched by call from individual terminal. 

bldg service 

plane 11 

helicopter 

v/stol 

circulates at basement level separate from passenger auto circulation; direct aooess to 
service areas. Circulation to hotel would be very difficult.      

all service taken care of by pipeline, conduit or freight elevator. Some service vehicles 

needed-to take food, baggage from elevator to plane. .   .  

helicopter pads directly outside apron area; elevators at pad lead to lower level and 

co?^dPi8_fefiLMiiLJ;eraiBaJL_SEasa8j.JJircaaatioji_pfior_«mceJielicopter_2ands.     
no special provision 

internal transit 

external 11 

automobile 

mass transit 

air transit 

horizontal: none. Vertical - elevators: good 

buses come directly to main terminal area at opposite points on the circle. 

freeway 14 miles to Brasilia 

only buses provided to Brasilia; use same circulation pattern as auto; offer no reason not 

to take auto           

helicopter landing pad provided; no mass air transit provided for 
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DALLAS - FT. WORTH AIRPORT 
Proposed 
Tippits, Abbett, McCarthy & Stratton, Architects 

r 

The new Dallas-Ft. Worth Airport complex proposed 

by the firm of Tippits, Abbett, McCarthy & Stratton is 

another interpretation of the linear unit terminal con¬ 

cept. This concept is brought about by increased passenger 

volumes and the increased use of the primary double 

parallel runway scheme. In many ways, this scheme is 

very appropriate for this particular situation. At 

Dallas, the airport complex is an actual linear link 

between two major highways, located in such a way as to 

discourage through traffic other than that which is 

airport bound. Entry to the linear scheme occurs at 

either end. 

Although assumptions had to be made due to the lack 

of information available, it appears that the enplaning 

and deplaning circulation at this airport is extremely . 

direct. The enplaning passenger leaves his auto at a 

point extremely close to the ticket counters and, due 

to a short finger system, the walk from the ticket count¬ 

er to the plane is minimal. Conversely, the deplaning 

passenger walks a relatively short distance (only to the 

end of the finger system) to the baggage claim area. Tills 

deplaning circulation works well if the passenger is 

leaving the terminal by taxi, limousine, bus or private 

car which has been driven to meet him. If, however, the 

passenger arrived earlier by car, parked it in a long term 
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parking lot either above the terminals or at the ends of 

the linear complex, and is preparing to leave in it, he 

faces what appears to be a long and complicated circu¬ 

lation process. This process would include cross traffic 

and changes of level. Also, the internal transit system 

seems to be poorly located, for it is situated to serve 

the main lobby area, which forces the users of the system, 

the deplaning passenger, to circulate with and against the 

enplaning passengers, as well as with visitors and employ¬ 

ees in the lobby area. For this reason, it would seem 

particularly advantageous for the internal transit loop 

to run directly beneath points located at the very be¬ 

ginning of the finger system. This also increases the 

efficiency of the circulation of the "forgotten" trans¬ 

fer passenger. 

Another decision affecting the design process of the 

linear unit terminal concept is the determination of the 

airport capacity (and therefore the passenger capacity) 

of each terminal. To duplicate the facilities of an 

entire terminal, such as restaurants, concessions, rental 

car and other service functions, seems to warrant a 

number of gates per terminal in excess of the number now 

proposed (10 to 18 gates). 

Like Houston, the Dallas-Ft. Worth airport provides 

the separate types of passenger parking: short term or 

special parking, and two types of long term parking, toe 

type of long term parking is for the overnight or daily 

passenger and another is for the passenger who intends to 



leave his car for an extended period of time. At Houston 

the "daily or overnight" long term parking was handled 

in a similar manner to Dallas-Ft. Worth: by over-the- 

terminal parking structures. Ihe short term parking 

at Houston is in an exposed lot adjacent to the terminal 

building with a poor circulation path to the ticket 

counter area. At Dallas-Ft. Worth, the short term park¬ 

ing is contained within the circular ramps leading up to 

the "daily" long term parking. Ibis parking is directly 

accessible to one end of the main lobby or ticketing 

space. Ihe extended long term parking at Houston is lo¬ 

cated at grade in an open lot between terminals with 

access by internal transit to the terminals. It is 

handled in a similar manner again at Dallas-Ft. Worth. 

The parking lot is related to the terminal by means of 

its internal transit system, but the lot is in a remote 

position at the ends of the linear complex, thus elimina 

ting the land between the terminals (used here for circu 

lar parking ramps) and compressing the terminals. Hi is 

concentration of area around the terminals is, of course 

due to the small capacity of the terminals at Dallas- 

Ft. Worth in comparison to Houston. If, however, the 

terminals with the capacity of Houston’s were used and 

the between terminal parking replaced by access roads 

beneath the apron area, the aircraft circulation would 

be considerably improved. 

From the information available, it is not possible 



to analyze or completely understand the automated bag¬ 

gage system proposed, although it suggests a complete 

conveyor system with service vehicles used only from 

the gate at the finger to the plane. This system also 

supposedly "serves all parts of the terminal, including 

the parking levels on top". If this is not a misprint, 

it suggests an entire new concept in baggage checking 

and claiming. 

In conclusion, the Dallas-Ft. Worth Airport complex 

offers an exceptional circulation pattern with promise 

of an even better one within its framework, and circula¬ 

tion, in the final analysis, is_ the airport. 

"The Airborn Stampede," Forum, January/February, 1968. 







TABLE 0 

—jsm&B-— 
FT. WORTH 

LU 
_l 
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in passenger very good: assume that passenger deplanes, iraiks to end of finger & takes escalator or elevator" 
up to baggage level & deplaning ramp. Deplaning passenger doesn't circulate thru main lobby. 
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«■ 
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A
IR
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out » 
good: access from auto, whether at enplaning level, special parking or standard parking is very 
ilrect. Access from ticket counter to planes also direct, using a shortened finger system. 

transfer 11 good: because of short length of finger concourses, lmuHrmim valk is from end of finger concourse 
and of opposite one, with transit system between unit terminals for transportation. 

customs 11 aone . 

employee good: airline operations are directly under the gates they serve & employee circulation pattern 
Ls much same as passenger pattern, with admin., police, etc. at ground level between apron & s.r. 

B
A

G
G

A
G

E in good: assume baggage is transferred either by cart or conveyor belt to a conveyor system located 
Ln the fingers, which transports it to baggage claim area. 

out good: assume baggage is conveyed from ticket counter to the gate on fingers at apron level & 
then transported to plane either by cart or conveyor system. 

customs aone 

A
IR

C
R

A
F

T
 pass, loading good: shortened finger system allows each airline to choose the type of loading best suited to 

their number of passengers 8s type of planes. Planes use nose-in loading. 

cargo 11 good: cargo facilities at either end of finger terminal system, beyond employee parking. 
Issume cargo handled by ground vehicles. 

service 
standard: assume ground vehicles will be extensively used with fuel & perhaps compressed air & 
power transmitted by pipelines or conduits on the apron. 

taxiing 
poor: (in first phase) landing & take-off vill be on opposite sides of terminal: much taxiing, 
good: (final phase) land & take-off on same side of terminal] good taxiing circulation. 

■ ■ ■ landing 
good: of landing accommodated by dual parallel runway system; remainder of landing by 
runways at 45 degree angle. 

V
E

H
IC

L
E

S
 

moving auto 
good: circulation through terminal is extremely simple & related directly to the linear scheme. 

pass, parking 
very good: assume that short term parking is located in the ramps at lobby & enplaning level, 
5s long term parking located in parking levels above 8s in open areas. 

employee 11 very good: located at opposite ends of linear terminal complex so employee auto not mixed with 
passenger auto traffic. Transit system links terminals 8s parking. 

taxi jtandard: assume taxi circulates with other public transit: auto 8s bus. 

rentacar 
itandard: assume rental cars circulate and parked with public autos. 

bldg service 
’air: service to terminal at apron level in special service roadway is very good, but access to 
bhls roadway is only at ends of two mile long terminal. 

plane 11 standard: service vehicles parked against fingers or terminal building. 

helicopter 
good: heliport at ends of linear transit with long term 8s employee parking. 

v/stol 10 information available 

internal transit 
good: underground transit system; an electric "train" lins separate unit terminals. 

external 11 jtandard: assume that any buses circulate with autos 8s taxis. 

T
O

 
A

IR
P

O
R
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automobile very good: airport serves as a link between 2 major highways; are shorter links to either side of 
lirport so airport won't be used for through transportation. 

mass transit 10 information available 

air transit 10 information available 
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MARCH 1868: “It is intended that this machine should rise into the air 

after a short race on terra firma, and is intended to make 56 miles per 

hour. Progress should be gained by flapping the wings: the pendule is 

for the purpose of keeping the machine in a horizontal position.” 



QUALIFICATIONS OF THE THESIS 

Before a final analysis of the circulatory elements 

is undertaken, it is necessary to define any restraints 

or boundaries imposed upon this thesis in order to pro¬ 

duce a palpable problem with which to work. In today's 

world of "science fiction come true", it becomes im¬ 

perative to assess the value of what has been done and 

apply relatively constant factors in correct proportions 

to the problem. The restraints upon the thesis are few, 

for the realm of flight changes, sometimes drastically, 

from day to day. 

A primary restriction placed upon the airport must 

be the plane itself. The plane, as noted earlier in the 

Statement of the Problem, probably is the greatest area 

for improvement. Since the plane first began commercial 

use, its relationship to the airport has changed little. 

The plane has become safer, more comfortable, larger and 

faster, but it still requires a runway on which to land 

and take-off. Although short-range, low capacity vertical 

and short take-off (V/STOL) vehicles are now under devel¬ 

opment, they should have little effect upon the jet 

commercial carrier in the foreseeable future. These air¬ 

craft, of course, imply their own special environment, 

a point to be discussed further in conjunction with the 

qualifications of the site. 

Another function of the plane which is to be con- 



TABLE P 

Jet Plane 
At Takeoff 

Thunderclap 

Loud Power 
Motor 

Subway 

Vacuum Cleaner 

Industrial 
Noise 

Busy Traffic 

Noisy Office 

Conversation 

Residential Neigh¬ 
borhood At Night 

Ehipty Movie House 

Rustle Of leaves 

Soft Whisper 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120* 150 

A 

“noise is painful at this point 
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sidered a limitation is the manner in which passengers 

enplane and deplane, in a manner consistent with its 

most primative beginnings. Perhaps the mass transit 

system should actually begin before the flight and, 

through a mass handling device, the passenger is loaded 

not one at a time, but in groups. This group loading 

could possibly be related to the class of flight in 

which the passengers are traveling. This solution pre¬ 

supposes redesign of the aircraft itself and challenges 

the aeronautical engineer. However, due to the economics 

of aircraft design, the plane must be accepted in its 

present day and proposed forms. 

A second qualification concerns the site. The grow¬ 

ing volumes of mass air transit, together with the 

growing gap between private or corporate aircraft and 

commercial carriers and the differences between their 

passenger frequencies. dictate a need to specialize in 

airport design. The difference between these two types 

of air transportation suggests the private airport as 

opposed to the commercial airport. The private airport 

as a separate entity does exist today, but few commercial 

airports bar the private plane from circulating with 

the commercial jet airliner. 

This distinction alone does not solve a major 

problem of siting inherent within the jet aircraft to¬ 

day - noise. The jet aircraft is the loudest and most 

intense noisemaker in our everyday world (see Chart P ). 



Til is problem can only be solved by isolation of the 

jet airport. This isolation is usually accomplished 

by placing the airport in a rural area, although another 

solution is to site the airport on a man-made island 

or on piers in a body of water near the city. VJhen the 

airport is placed in a rural area, the suburbs usually 

lose little time in changing the countryside, thus 

defeating the rural siting solution. This suburban 

movement is due primarily to the jobs created by the 

airport and airport-oriented industry and services. Hie 

employees need living facilities with convenience to 

their jobs. Convenience, however, can be measured in 

two ways: time and distance. Given a means of ground 

transit which serves to connect the city and the isolated 

airport quickly and conveniently, the employee, in all 

probability, would choose the amenities of the city and 

its suburbs over the isolation and noise offered by 

proximity to the airport. 

This isolat5.on only need apply to the jet carrier. 

The smaller and quieter (although still not quiet) prop 

driven private, corporate and commercial aircraft could 

operate in close proximity to, or within the city. Still, 

a separation of private and commercial flight is desirabl 

due to differences in passenger handling. Because of the 

state of design of private planes, the private airport 

will probably be located on the outskirts of the city. 

This siting also applies to the majority of existing prop 



driven commercial airliners, but the development of new 

and better V/STOL air transport craft is making possible a 

new consideration for airport siting - the metropolitan 

area of the city. Access to the site is a major considera¬ 

tion in any design, but it is an even more acute problem 

in transportation systems such as airports because of 

the volume and frequency with which this access must be 

utilized. There is, of course, no more convenient place 

for the airport in terms of access than the city. The 

airport must still make concessions to siting within 

the city. Noise is still a problem and with the STOL 

aircraft, clear zones for take-off and landing must 

be realized. Areas within the city which lend themselves 

to these requirements are warehouse areas, areas in con¬ 

junction with rivers and lakes and air rights over highways, 

freeways and railroad tracks. 

Three basic types of airports, therefore, have been 

proposed: the private airport, located by the whim of 

the private operator; the super-airport for jets, located 

at a distance from any populated area, perhaps regionally 

located between two or more major population centers and 

serving long range travel; and the city airport, located 

for convenient access and to be used for short range and 

commuter flights, as well as for transit to the super¬ 

airport. Of these three types, this thesis will deal 

primarily with the jet super-airport. 

A final qualification involved in this thesis is 



based upon the economy and political system of the nation 

which gives rise to the automobile and the system of 

free enterprise. Ihese elements are to remain ’’constant." 



TABLE 0 

AIRPORT LOCATIONS 
(selected metropolitan areas) 

CITY AIRPORT DISTANCE 
CENTER OF 

FROM 
CITY 

Miles . Minu 

Atlanta Atlanta 8% SW 50 

Baltimore Friendship 8 SW 40 

Boston Logan 2 E 10 

Chicago O'Hare 23 NW 60 

Chicago Midway 12 SW 50 

Dallas Love Field 2 NW 10 

Denver Stapleton Airfield 6% NE 30 

El Paso International 7 NE 40 

Kansas City, 
Missouri 

Municipal lk NW 10 

Louisville Standiford Field 5 SE 35 

Miami International 3 W 10 

Minneapolis World-Chambe rlain 9 SE 30 

New York IaGuardia 9 h E 30 

New York John F. Kennedy 
International 

16 SE 45 

Philadelphia Philadelphia 
International 

Ik SW 35 

Pittsburgh Greater Pittsburgh 15 NW 30 

St. Louis Lambert Municipal 15 NW 60 

“Airports," Collier's Encyclopedia, 1967 edition, 
Volume I, p. 380. 
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SEPTEMBER 1865: “Get ten eagles (although trumpeter swans would 

probably be the most easily entrapped, but it might be a question 

whether they would bear our summer heats) and attach them by 

jackets fitted around their bodies to a framework, which shall sustain 

a basket large enough to hold a man. Cords should lead from the man 

to a light apparatus fitted upon the back or wings of each bird, by 

which the driver could, at pleasure, compress the wings to compel a 

descent or release them for flight. Direction can be regulated by draw¬ 

ing the head of the bird to one side or the other." 



SYNTHESIS 0? CIRCULATORY ELEMENTS WITHIN THE AIRPORT 

PEOPLE 

Of all the people involved in the circulation pat- 

terms of an airport, the needs of only one, the passenger, 

dictates the configurations to be accepted by all. Ihe 

circulation pattern to be analyzed here is that within 

the airport, after the passenger has arrived by whatever 

conveyance he has chosen and before the take-off of the 

jet aircraft. 

There are basically three types of circulation for 

the passenger within the airport: from external trans¬ 

portation, such as taxi, auto, air and ground mass 

transit, etc., to the terminal; within the terminal; 

and from the terminal to the plane. Within these three 

areas of concern, four separate and distinct types of 

passengers must be considered. The types are composed of 

the enplaning or outbound passenger, the deplaning or 

inbound passenger, the transfer passenger and the Customs 

passenger. These passengers vary in volume, circulation 

paths and frequency. 

The Enplaning Passenger 

The enplaning or outbound passenger usually arrives 

by automobile which he parks in an area adjacent (hori¬ 

zontally or vertically) to the main terminal building. 

The walk from the pairking area to the terminal may be 

p r o p o r t i o n a t e 1 y 

brief encounter 

the longest walk he will take during his 

with the airport terminal.. More often than 
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not, the walk is exposed to the climatical conditions. 

Also, this portion of the walk must be done while car¬ 

rying luggage, which is often qu5.te heavy. It is obvious 

that it is necessary to situate the parking in close 

relation to the terminal to reduce the walking distance 

and to afford protection from the elements, or to pro¬ 

vide a means of enclosed transit from the parking area 

to the terminal. At many of today's airports, this 

alternative is not offered, for the parking is to one 

side of the building, usually facing the entrance. The 

excessively large area for parking which results creates 

extreme walking distances and begs the need for a transit 

system from the parking to the terminal. 

The passenger may also be brought to the terminal 

in a taxi or limousine or perhaps by a friend. In such 

cases, there is curb unloading for the passenger and his 

luggage. Usually, there are several points of entry cor¬ 

responding to individual airline ticket counters. This 

type of arrival causes little congestion since the auto¬ 

mobiles and passengers arrive in a "trickle" frequency. 

The short period of time necessary to unload the passenger 

and his baggage is also a factor'which helps to clear the 

access to the terminal. In a large number of cases, the 

enplaning passenger arrives at the entry by means of a 

ramp which separates him from the deplaning passenger, 

thereby dividing the traffic and avoiding counter-flow. 

The only other means by which the enplaning passenge 



arrives at the terminal is by ground or air mass transit. 

Once again, to eliminate excessive walks, it is necessary 

to locate the transfer points from the transit to the 

terminal in direct relation to the terminal or provide 

another system of internal transit to link the terminal 

and the external systems of transit. 

Once the passenger has arrived at the terminal, 

design accommodations must be undertaken to minimise 

his walking distance to the ticket counter, a walk he 

makes still carrying his luggage. This objective can 

again be achieved either by proximity of the elements or 

by an internal transit system. Also, due to the increased 

volumes of airline passengers today, care must be taken 

to separate the flow of inbound and outbound passengers 

to avoid frequency and counter-flow difficulties. Ibis 

is not difficult to accomplish for the two flows of 

traffic need not share any common facilities. In reality, 

of course, they do, but only to the extent dictated by 

economy. 

In most cases, these two opposing flows of traffic 

are separated within the terminal, but are funneled to¬ 

gether in the circulation from the terminal to the plane. 

This creates problems of counter-flow and frequency, for 

even though volumes of passengers may be almost identical 

for the enplaning and deplaning passengers, the flow 

characteristics are quite different. In the case of the 

enplaning passenger, there is a "trickle" frequency which 





allows for a gradual build-up of passenger volumes. 

Ihe "trickle” form, however, does not lend itself to 

systems of transit which accumulate masses of people 

at one point and move them collectively. Rather, this 

particular flow suggests a constantly circulating system 

in which there is no wait involved and which is pro¬ 

grammed to accept varied volumes during its use. Hi is 

implies a travelator or "moving sidewalk" system which 

seems strangely underused today. Reasons of safety have 

forced many designers and operators away from this system. 

If today, however, in many downtown commercial structures 

the escalator is accepted as a conveyance, why should the 

travelator which operates on the same basis be shunned? 

The moving sidewalk is the ideal form of transit to 

handle the "trickle" flow from point to point and could 

be utilised not only from the terminal to the plane, but 

also from the parking lot to the terminal. It is inter¬ 

esting to note that before actually entering the plane, 

the passenger must be collected at a holding position 

(a gate position on a finger, a satellite waiting room 

or a mobile lounge), while the plane discharges its 

deplaning passengers. The enplaning passenger is then 

checked onto the plane individually, as opposed to wait¬ 

ing to board as a group. Ibis implies the possible 

beginnings of mass transportation before actual take-off. 

The Deplaning Passenger 

Just as the "trickle" frequency of circulation 
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characterizes the enplaning passenger flow, the "flood" 

frequency best characterizes the deplaning passenger 

flow. Corresponding volumes of the enplaning passenger 

and the deplaning passenger suggest similar facilities. 

In actual operation, however, the "flood" frequency of 

the deplaning passengers requires the ability to handle 

from two to three times the capacity of the enplaning 

facilities. The deplaning passenger exits the plane as 

an individual, but again in terms of frequency of circu¬ 

lation, he moves collectively with his fellow passengers. 

It is this flood of passengers that necessitates the 

expansion of the deplaning facilities. Even with an 

increase of these facilities, the fact that the passenger 

exits as an individual from the plane allows a constantly 

flowing circulation pattern from the plane to the baggage 

claim facilities; once there, the passengers again collect 

as a group, waiting to pick up their baggage. If distances 

dictate, a moving sidewalk system of greater capacity than 

that for the enplaning passengers could be used. However, 

because the passengers arrive as a group in the plane, 

move in a mass manner, alternately underloading and over¬ 

loading a constantly flowing system such as a moving side¬ 

walk, a system which could handle groups of people at a 

time would be more appropriate than than which handles a 

"trickle" flow. Care should be taken to reduce the sizes 

of these groups to manageable proportions at baggage col¬ 

lection areas, possibly by dividing both the passenger and 



the baggage by class on the plane. 

Baggage claim areas are usually located directly 

adjacent to a deplaning access road and rental car, taxi, 

limousine and mass transit facilities should also be 

located at this point for ease of movement of the pas¬ 

senger and his luggage. Many deplaning passengers must 

circulate from these baggage areas, carrying their bag¬ 

gage to their parked cars. Ihe deplaning passenger faces 

basically the same problems of circulation as did the 

enplaning passenger at this point because the flood 

of passengers leaving the plane has usually eased to a 

trickle beyond the baggage claim area. Once again, lengthy 

walks and exposure to the elements can only be solved 

by a sheltered access to parking areas located in such 

a manner as to reduce this walk or by an enclosed transit 

system. 

Ihe Transfer Passenger 

Ihe transfer passenger is, in many ways, almost 

totally neglected. Many airports, such as J. F. Kennedy 

in New York, have such a small percentage of transfer 

passengers that it is economically impractical to offer 

circulation patterns within the airport which favor the 

transfer passenger. Airports such as Atlanta, however, 

which are hubs for connecting flights between large areas 

of the nation shouId put great emphasis upon circulation 

for the transfer passengers. Circulation for transfer pas¬ 

sengers is, in essence, circulation from plane to plane. 
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Ibis process inevitably becomes circulation from the 

plane to the terminal to the connecting flight. Even if 

the planes of two connecting flights are located within 

several hundred feet on one another, if they happen to 

be located at the ends of two separate circulation fin- 

gars, it is necessary for the passenger to walk the 

length of one finger to the terminal, circulate through 

the terminal, and walk back the length of the other finge 

to make the transfer connection. A similar circulation 

problem exists for the mobile lounges at Dulles Airport, 

but it could be solved by providing shuttle lounges 

expressly for transfer passengers. In a unit terminal 

schema, walks along the passenger access from the plane 

to the terminal area are minimized, but it still may be 

necessary to travel from terminal to terminal. This 

problem is solved by a system of transit between termi¬ 

nals, but this is still time consuming. 

All the existing sytems mentioned are limited in 

terms of transfer passenger circulation because of one 

major restriction: the necessity of the passenger circu¬ 

lation to conform to the plane circulation. If instead, 

the plane circulation remained at the apron level and 

the passenger circulation moved to a level which did not 

conflict with that of the plane, such as an underground 

level, it would be possible to have direct circulation 

from point to point. This solution would work well in a 

central terminal scheme, but in a linear unit terminal 

plan, without a transit system, it could only be applied 



position 

TRANSFER PASS. & PLANE CIRCULAT1 
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within a single terminal because of the extensive dist¬ 

ances between terminals. In the circulation pattern of 

the transfer passenger, counter-flow and frequency are 

not problems of any significance due to dispersal 

of these passengers to different gate positions. 

The Customs Passenger 

The Customs passenger necessarily must be, and is, 

a privileged traveler. Special accommodations are needed 

to insure security in relation to the transfer passenger 

and these accommodations usually reflect a very deliberate 

circulation pattern. The Customs passenger usually de¬ 

planes at special gate positions which are provided for 

incoming international flights. From this point, he is 

ushered through Public Health and Immigration facilities 

and finally, through Customs where he claims his baggage. 

The Customs area is generally located, as with local 

flight baggage claim areas, near a deplaning access road 

with major parking areas beyond it. In the case of this 

Customs passenger, taxi, limousine and mass transit facili¬ 

ties are utilized to a greater degree than with the domestic 

deplaning passenger. 

The emergence of the SST jet and the Boeing 747 jet, 

along with the possibility of the even larger capacity 

C-5A, will affect no.one as profoundly as the Customs 

passenger. Cue to the noise problems in the SST and eco¬ 

nomic problems in the large capacity jets, their major use 

will be for overseas duty. As a result, Customs facilities, 



which are already tedious and time-consuming wil have to 

adjust to volumes of up to 500 passengers at a time. 

Previously, the major ebb of traffic produced only about 

200 passengers per plane. Without major adjustments, no 

Customs station in the world will be able to cope with 

such volumes. 

The final point to be made concerning the Customs 

passenger is that a visitor to any country usually forms 

his first impressions at Customs. Many airports do pro¬ 

vide excellent facilities to handle the Customs passenger, 

but because of the fact that the circulation pattern is 

very deliberate by its own nature, many airports, such as 

Dulles, treat the international traveler in a backdoor 

manner, placing all its emphasis on the domestic passenger. 

If participation with a particular space within the air¬ 

port is of major import, the Customs passenger should not 

be denied this experience. Moreover, the concept of the 

space characterizing the excitement of flight would seem 

much more appropriate for the passenger whose flight is a 

major undertaking than for the everyday domestic passenger. 

The Employee 

Ibe last person to be discussed in terms of their 

circulation pattern is the employee. Little is to be said, 

however, about their circulation within the airport for it 

is obvious that their circulation should be secondary to 

passenger circulation. Only within the past decade has 

the emphasis on airport circulation shifted, and rightly so, 



from the employee to the passenger.- The majority of 

airports in operation today still favor the employee 

and airline operations. It is imperative that the new 

airports recognize the need to offer amenities to the 

passenger, not only to entice the customer, but also to 

facilitate the handling of increasing passenger volumes. 

The employees' circulation paths, by necessity, 

must be basically the circulation of the passenger him¬ 

self. The employee, of course, makes up only a minuscule 

portion of the volume to be accommodated in today's air¬ 

ports. Some areas, such as airline operations, baggage 

services, offices related to ticketing, employee lounges 

and general administration can or must be located in 

areas separate from passenger circulation. Their circu¬ 

lation patterns are dictated by the treatment given them, 

such as in the case of baggage and service, and are usually 

isolated from one another by passenger circulation. Such 

is the case generally with ticketing offices or, in some 

instances, airline operations and general administration. 

As pointed out earlier, in the case of the jet air¬ 

port, noise is an extreme problem and it is desirable to 

discourage residences in close proximity to the airport. 

This can only be accomplished by providing access to the 

airport by a system independent of everyday traffic con¬ 

gestion and which can make it worthwhile to reside some 

distance from the airport. Because of employee usage of 

the automobile, this can never be totally accomplished. 
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Employee automobile parking is a factor in the circu¬ 

lation problems to be discussed later, but it is obvious 

that the employees' parking would be subject to the same 

secondary treatment as the employee circulation was to 

that of the passenger. Since the automobile would prob¬ 

ably be parked at a considerable distance from the 

terminal, to allow the prime parking areas for the pas¬ 

sengers, it is necessary to provide a means of transit 

for the employee, possibly integrating it with a major 

internal transit system within the airport. 



BAGGAGE 

Baggage handling is another circulation element 

which needs to increase in efficiency in order to keep 

pace with the changes in the circulation patterns of 

the passenger which are a product of the attention foc¬ 

used upon him. Efficiency within a system is dependent 

upon, among other things, the reduction of the possibility 

of error, a factor which suggests the use of a automated 

system to handle baggage. Stolen or damaged items are 

small in proportion to the number of items lost or mis¬ 

placed in a system dependent upon human judgement. 

In some ways, baggage handling becomes an even 

greater problem than passenger handling. Baggage vol¬ 

umes usually exceed passenger volumes, and baggage is 

an inanimate object which requires a system of transport. 

The passenger can take care of himself; baggage must be 

cared for. Baggage, however, can be subjected to treatment 

which the passenger will never tolerate. It can be routed 

through dark, airless passages and up steep inclines at 

considerable speeds. It can also be massed together so 

that it completely consumes a given volume of space and 

requires little or no attention during flight. Aircraft 

have increased payloads to the extent that weight is no 

longer a major factor in aircraft design. As a result, 

the weight restrictions on baggage have been eliminated 

and the limitation now is in terms of the number of pieces, 

a fact which relates more to volume than to weight. 
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Today, baggage is handled in several ways, depend¬ 

ing upon the situation and economy at band. It can be 

categorized, as was the passenger, as enplaning or 

outbound baggage, deplaning or inbound baggage, trans¬ 

fer baggage and Customs baggage. 

Enplaning Passenger Baggage 

The immediate concern of the enplaning passenger 

is to get his ticket and be relieved of his baggage as 

soon as possible. This enplaning baggage is normally 

checked with the airline upon purchasing a ticket, but 

since the baggage is a burden, the sooner it can be 

checked in and the shorter distance the passenger has 

to carry it, the better the solution. This suggests a 

system in which the passenger is allowed to check in 

his baggage before contact with the ticketing facilities. 

If a small computerized automated system was used by 

all airlines within an airport, it would be possible to 

check one's baggage at any point, receive a coded receipt 

and at the ticketing facilities present this receipt as 

evidence of the baggage. The airline would then retrieve 

the baggage from a storage area by means of the afore¬ 

mentioned code and route it by conveyor to the correct 

plane. This mechanized conveyor system could, of course, 

be used by individual airlines, but it would then neces¬ 

sarily begin at the ticket counter. A similar system, the 

"teletrans" automated baggage system, is undsTT )7££in£rn/?Y}t 

now and is being considered for use in the near future. 



There is no system similar to it in use today. Exist¬ 

ing systems force each individual airline to provide 

its own baggage handling devices. Inevitably, the best 

of these systems provide a conveyor belt or chute to 

transfer the baggage from the ticket counter to a 

special area designated for that airline in the baggage 

handling room where employees of each airline sort the 

baggage onto carts which are then towed to the planes 

by ground vehicles. This system does not compensate for 

the probability of human error and such individual handl¬ 

ing of individual elements is grossly inefficient. Also, 

the presence of the baggage tugs and carts increases 

the possibility of accidents between ground vehicles 

and aircraft, as well as limiting the vertical circula¬ 

tion of baggage to a mere slope which can be handled 

by the ground vehicles. Once the baggage is loaded onto 

the carts, it may be handled as individual pieces to be 

loaded or the entire container may be loaded en masse 

onto the plane. The latter means is obviously the more 

efficient of the two. 

Deplaning Passenger Baggage 

Deplaning baggage is generally handled in a manner 

similar to that of the enplaning baggage. Upon arrival 

by plane, it is usually unloaded either by lift, if 

bulk handled, or by a conveyor or roller belt, if indi¬ 

vidually handled, and placed upon a cart to be tewed 

to the baggage claim area. At this point, the cart must 



be manually unloaded and the baggage placed upon a 

pallet for claim or upon a conveyor system which leads 

to the claim area. 'Hie claim area for the baggage may 

be a stationary platform or a mechanized system such 

as a "carousel". A moving system which presents the 

baggage to the stationary waiting passenger eliminates 

much confusion and congestion and is far superior to 

any system whereby a passenger must seek out his luggage. 

Tine increasing passenger and baggage volumes will neces¬ 

sitate the change from the time consuming "hand-carried" 

system of baggage carts to a more efficient mechanized 

one which begins at the plane and ends at the baggage 

claim area. These increasing volumes will also force 

the need to divide the baggage into amounts manageable 

by the baggage handling facilities, such as the towed 

cart and the baggage claim systems, such as a carousel. 

The passenger must also have a way of knowing at which 

claim area his baggage will be. This could be easily 

solved by a baggage claim check coded perhaps by color 

or number to a particular claim area. 

Transfer Baggage 

Baggage belonging to passengers transferring from 

one flight to a connecting flight undergoes essentially 

the same handling as the deplaning baggage, together with 

special further handling. The baggage is taken from the 

Pi ane and brought to the baggage handling room adjacent 

to the baggage claim area. At this point, however, the 



transfer baggage is left on the baggage cart while the 

remainder of the deplaning baggage is taken to the claim 

area. The transfer baggage is then transported to the 

baggage handling room of the airline providing the con¬ 

necting flight. The responsibility for this baggage and 

getting it to the correct flight in time is now delegated 

to the connecting airline. 

Although the time varies from airport to airport, 

airlines will not confirm reservations nor will they 

accept responsibility for baggage transferral on connect¬ 

ing flights if the flights leave within approximately 

thirty minutes or less cf each other. This amount of time 

is considered minimal to allow the passenger to make con¬ 

nections, as well as to allow the transferral of the 

baggage within the systems used today. 

An automated system would eliminate not only the 

need for the transfer baggage to wait until the deplaning 

baggage has been accommodated, but also would eliminate 

the wait at the baggage handling room of the connecting 

airline by shunting the baggage directly from the incom¬ 

ing fli.ght to the connecting flight. 

Customs Passenger Baggage 

Baggage of the Customs passenger is handled in the 

same manner as the baggage of the standard deplaning 

passenger with the exception that extra care is taken for 

security and health reasons. The baggage is delivered to 

the Customs area where it is claimed by the passenger and 



submitted for inspection. After this process, the pas¬ 

senger and his baggage should be in direct relationship 

with deplaning curb facilities for transportation from 

the airport. 



THE AIRCRAFT 

The aircraft is an element designed to function in 

an environment totally different from the earth-rooted 

airport. It is truly in its element only in flight and 

appears awkward when it must operate on the ground. 

Furthermore, its relationship as a mobile object in 

connection with a stationary passenger handling facil¬ 

ity is, at best, makeshift. Many of the aircraft now 

in operation have their own individual door position 

characteristics and other idiosyncrasies which force 

the need for adaptability in ground support. Adapt¬ 

ability inevitably means compromise. 

There is need for a standardization of passenger 

loading apertures, as well as a need for such elements 

as power and fuel connections and positions. 

Passenger Loading 

The plane has changed little in respect to the pas¬ 

senger since its first use as a commercial craft. More 

•convenient means are now used to transfer the passenger 

from the holding area to the plane itself, but the 

entry into the interior of the plane is comparable to 

that used in the first pressurized flight. Methods of 

loading passengers in a group, as opposed to individually 

are suggested by present day cargo loading procedures, 

as well as by the means used by the military to load 

vehicles and troops aboard combat support aircraft. Some 
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aircraft today place sections of seats within the plane 

upon pallets or platforms which correspond in size to 

the pallets used for cargo. Unese pallets are inter¬ 

changeable for conversion of the aircraft for cargo. 

This suggests that passenger pallets could be rearranged 

so that the passenger could actually take his seat on 

a pallet containing a group of passengers before the 

plane arrives and be loaded onto the plane as one element. 

This-would provide for the loadi/ng of perhaps ten or 

twelve pallets rather than up to two hundred individual 

passengers. A system of this sort would v?ork best for 

through flights which make no intermediate stops. 

In the existing cargo system, these pallets are side 

loaded. A more desirable circulation within the plane 

v;ould provide for entry at one end and exit at the other, 

a plan which would eliminate the necessity of having the 

enplani-ng passenger wait until all deplaning passengers 

have disembarked before they are able to board. Also in 

the existing system, the passenger must either walk a- 

cross an open apron area to a mobile stair pressed 

against the fuselage of the plane or, more usually, walk 

through an enclosed access which' extends from a second 

level waiting area to the plane itself. This bridge may 

telescope or swing (or both) to the aperture of the 

plane and must allow for a variety of door heights, unless 

it is designed and used specifically for one type of 

aircraft. 



In relation to the plane itself, there are only two 

means of passenger loading. One of these is the nose- 

in loading in which the nose of the plane is brought 

almost in contact with the terminal passenger handling 

facilities and in which the fuselage of the plane is at 

approximately a 90-degree angle to the facilities. This 

means of plane oriented passenger loading can usually 

be accommodated by only one gate position. The other 

means is parallel loading in which the fuselage is 

approximately parallel to the ground facilities and 

which can facilitate the use of two gate positions. 

Both of these positions lend themselves to enclosed 

gangplank circulation more readily than angular or tail 

in parking in which the passengers usually circulate to 

the aircraft on the apron. 

Nose-in loading is the more efficient of the two 

methods with respect to the amount of area required on 

the apron to handle the aircraft. It requires usually 

that the aircraft be parked 175 to 250 feet from the 

centerline of its fuselage to the centerline of the 

fuselage of any adjacent aircraft. Nose-in loading, how 

ever, does require a means of ground propulsion in the 

form of a towing vehicle to back the plane out of this 

position to resume taxiing. Parallel loading usually 

requires aircraft parking space in excess of 250 feet, 

depending upon the aircraft, and allows the plane to 

taxi in and out under its own power. 



Nose-in loading has recently provided innovative 

thought about reducing the area required by the plane 

on the apron which, in turn, reduces the distances to 

be walked between planes within the terminal access to 

the aircraft. A solution has been posed in the form of 

wing-over-wing loading position#? Ibis requires that 

the apron parking surface for each plane be at an angle 

of approximately 5-10 degrees which would tilt the 

wings of the aircraft at that angle in relation to their 

fuselage; this would allow the wings of a similar air¬ 

craft, if parked side by side, to overlap without con¬ 

tact with each other. The resulting compression of 

aircraft parking significantly would reduce the center¬ 

line parking dimensions from 175 to 250 feet down to 

100 to 150 feet. This compressed parking could be one 

means of solving the problems of increased aircraft 

volumes and excessive walks within the airport for the 

average sized community. The parking compression alone 

would not compensate for the volumes at a major airport, 

but could be used at the individual terminals of a unit 

terminal structure. 

A final proposal which deals with the need to relate 

the aircraft to the terminal in a more compact manner, 

to reduce the pedestrian scale, is a loading system in 

which the passenger transfers to the plane from a level 

4? >i, ^8, Waeiraffd^^ce^lc 
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beneath the aircraft apron, ibis can be accomplished 

either by providing ramp access for the plane to and 

from a roof loading position or by placing the termi¬ 

nal underground beneath the level of the apron. This 

proposal also effectively separates the domain of the 

aircraft with its services, noise, blast, heat and 

fumes from the human environment. Besides the psycho¬ 

logical effects of the underground scheme, this 

proposal has two major problems beyond that of the 

average terminal: the immense weights of today's jets 

and those of the future, and the passenger access from 

the lower levels of the terminal to the plane. 

The weight of today's jets when fully loaded approach 

200 tons and proposed aircraft, such as the C-5A, will 

weigh up to 400 tons. The structure needed to support 

several of these aircraft could effectively support a 

high rise building. This fact, combined with the ex¬ 

tensive excavation costs, would make the underground 

scheme one of the costliest per square foot ever proposed. 

It would be possible, however, to direct the aircraft 

circulation at the apron level so as to avoid the large 

span areas, such as the lobby, and use the apron area 

over these spaces for light-weight planes, helicopters, 

and service vehicles. 

Access to the plane presents a difficult problem. It 

would be desirable, at a level of the aircraft apron, to 

offer as few obstructions as possible to the moving 
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aircraft. Although it would ba possible to provide above 

ground loading positions with underground access, such as 

at Los Angeles, it would be better to provide access 

from the underground level to the plane by means of a 

retractable system which would effectively clear the 

apron area when in a down position. A continuously 

flowing system, such as the escalator, would fit the 

traffic flow at this point better than a hydraulic ele¬ 

vator which would move groups of people at a time.. Ihis 

means that this escalator system would not only have to 

expand upwards to the aircraft, but also at an angle in 

relation to the plane. Such geometry could be accommo¬ 

dated, but a retractable system of this sort would in¬ 

evitably suffer the economical burden of a developing 

system. Nevertheless, this access system is a possibility 

and a passenger handling system lilce the one at Los 

Angeles, applied to an underground terminal, has many 

possibilities for the future, offering a more compact 

termj.r.al-plane relationship. It: also offers segregation 

by level of the various disciplines within the terminal, 

such as automobile circulation, passenger circulation and 

aircraft circulation. 

Cargo loading 

Ihe air freight industry has grown substantially in 

recent years and reductions in cargo costs are opening 

the possibility of even greater air cargo volumes. Last 

year, the air freight industry reported a gain of 20% in 

revenues to 2.4 billion ton miles, ibis represents reve¬ 

nues of 500 million dollars, which account for 1% of the 



of the airlines' total revenue.48 Air freight is defi¬ 

nitely big business. 

Today, due to the relatively small items which 

comprise a typical shipment, it is necessary to group 

these items together on a platform or pallet, similar 

to that mentioned earlier under Aircraft Passenger Load¬ 

ing. Ihe pallet is assembled at a cargo warehouse adjac¬ 

ent to the apron area reserved for cargo planes. Tnis 

system is far superior to the old system of loading items 

individually. The future, however, presents even greater 

possibilities. Boeing’s new 747 jet, in addition to 

carrying 100 tons of cargo versus the Boeing 707’s pay- 

load of 45 tons, will be able to take highway-sized 

trailers, making possible a system similar to the rail¬ 

ways’ "piggy-back" system; this is appropriately named 

"birdy-back". In this case, the reason for air freight 

rate reductions of up to 25% is not totally the increased 

volumes. The major improvement is that these trailer-con¬ 

tainers can be picked up directly at the airport by trucks 

for direct delivery, thus bypassing any extensive cargo 

handling. With the Boeing 747, cargo will be loaded and 

unloaded through a nose opening. . 

Ihe even larger C-5A, scheduled for use by the mili¬ 

tary by 1970, will provide cargo loading openings at both 

ends of the fuselage, thus allowing simultaneous loading 

"Relativity," Forbes, March, 1968. 48 



and unloading. .This is an ideal situation and, within 

the next five years, production of a commercial version 

will be in use. 

Aircraft Service 

Service to the aircraft has many facets. It can be 

the supply of electric power, air conditioning, air 

compressed starting and fuel or it can provide such 

services as cleaning, food, waste collection, mechanical 

repair or a standard tire change. Without exception, a 

majority of these services could be performed by means 

of underground conduits or pipelines. The need for the 

cluster of many separate vehicles around the plane would 

be eliminated, as well as reducing the possibility of 

ground vehicle-aircraft accidents which account for 90% 

of all accidents to aircraft. Only siich services as 

mechanical repair and maintenance, as well as food supply 

would require ground vehicles. The aircraft must provide 

standard connections and positions for services provided 

by pipelines and conduits which would correspond with 

standardized connections on the parking apron. 

Aircraft Taxiing 

The inefficiency of aircraft taxiing is measured 

in dollars and cents. The economy of aircraft operation 

dictates that the aircraft be used at maximum efficiency 

for transportation. This maximum necessitates that the 

greates proportion possible of the aircraft*s time be 

spent in the air. Consequently, money is being lost when 



the plane Is taxiing and taxiing time must be kept to 

an absolute minimum. All of today's major airports have 

high speed turnoffs (60-70 mph) from the runways to the 

taxiways and terminal facilities. These taxiways should 

never have two-way traffic and cross-traffic should be 

avoided whenever possible. 

Different configurations of the passenger handling 

elements allow varied degrees of freedom of circulation 

for the aircraft. A mobile lounge scheme allows the air¬ 

craft to taxi into a loading position with minimal effort 

and without having to compromise with any fixed structure 

or object except service connection positions. Taxiing 

is accomplished in this situation without the aid of a 

tow vehicle. In any scheme in which there is a fixed 

object, such as a passenger circulation finger from the 

terminal or a satellite, the plane must necessarily com¬ 

promise itself with the building. This situation requires 

delicate taxiing of the aircraft and, in the case of nose 

in loading, a tow vehicle is required to back the plane 

out to a position at which it can continue under its own 

power. 

If a plan is chosen in'which.satellites are used to 

transfer passengers to the plane, passenger access to the 

satellite which does not conflict with the plane frees it 

to circulate with unrestricted access in relation to the 

satellite. Circulation of the aircraft to a satellite 

which has an enclosed "gangplank" to the plane imposes 

the same circulation restrictions, in terms of the plane, 



as a passenger handling finger type scheme. 

The linear unit terminal plan in use today offers 

soma problems of circulation for the plane. Usually, a 

parallel runway system is used which provides a take-off 

runway on one side of the linear terminal and a landing 

runway on the opposite side. The linear unit terminal 

scheme forms a wall-like barrier between these two run¬ 

ways, often forcing excessive taxiing to circumvent this 

obstacle. This can be solved by placing the passenger 

access between the unit terminal below grade and allowing 

the aircraft to pass over it and between the unit terminals. 

In some cases, it may also be possible to place; the 

take-off and landing facilities end to end, with the 

terminal in the middle. Such a solution would locate air¬ 

craft which just landed directly at the terminal in a 

position to go directly to the take-off position after 

unloading and loading its passengers. 

The jet aircraft circulates on the ground not by 

applying power and brakes when necessary like the car, but 

solely by applying brakes to counteract the thrust of the 

jet engine which must operate at a pitch above that needed 

for ground usage. This power could perhaps be utilised 

more and the brakes less, allowing the aircraft to climb 

uphill upon approaching the terminal. This would allow 

terminal access to be at a level below airplane circulation 

without added fuel expenditure. The uphill motion would 

also serve as braking power for the plane upon landing and} 
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downhill, as added momentum for take-off. 

Aircraft Landing & Take-Off 

The number of aircraft waiting to land and take¬ 

off is another major problem of the airport today. As 

with taxiing, when the jet aircraft has extensive delays, 

much time and money is wasted. Ihe time loss can affect 

scheduling throughout the entire airline system. The 

difficulty of handling aircraft in the air may be even 

more acute due to the congestion of planes building up 

over major airports. This congestion can and has led to 

accidents between aircraft in the air. 

Each type of tunway system has its own capabilities. 

When these capabilities are exceeded, new runways or new 

airports should be built. It is possible that new runway 

systems could be added in conjunction with new unit 

terminal facilities. Runway capabilities for alternate 

take-off and landing on a single runway should not exceed 

fifty movements per hour. An intersecting runway system 

is inefficient and movements on it should not exceed 

50-85 per hour. A set of parallel runways may accommodate 

75-100 per hour. 

Runway lengths now extend from 10,500-13,000 for the 

larger jet aircraft and show little promise of increasing 

from these points. It should be noted that slopes on 

runways which increase in height as the runway terminates 

for landing and decreases in height for take-off is a 

desirable braking and acceleration factor. 



Although the weight of airplanes is increasing to 

400 tons per aircraft, their landing gear has been al¬ 

tered to increase the area over which this load is 

applied, thus requiring no modifications to most exist¬ 

ing runway systems. 

Clear zones for runway approach are another factor 

in airport design. Today, airports try to acquire the 

land directly over which the planes must pass in landing 

and taking off from the runway. This land usually is 

conserved by means such as wildlife reserves or golf 

courses or used by aircraft related industry. The prob¬ 

lem can be eliminated if the runways are situated so 

that the take-offs and landings are over water. Also, if 

the airport is sited in an area which has already been 

developed, obstacles such as tall buildings must be 

avoided in the placement and orientation of the runways.. 

Within recent years, aircraft have increased in size 

and payload, a factor which adds greatly to their stabil¬ 

ity in crosswj.nds. Most commercial jet aircraft today 

are not affected by crosswinds up to forty miles per hour. 

At this point, cross runway systems are necessary to 

enable the aircraft to land and take-off against the wind. 

This new found stability has allowed emphasis to be placed 

upon a primary set of parallel runways which, if oriented 

to the prevailing winds, would account for an average of 

up to ninety-eight percent of landings and take-offs at 

most airports. This parallel runway system has served to 
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accentuate the linear unit terminal scheme and has given 

rise to several other proposals based upon this linear 

orientation. 

One of these proposals is the linear runway system 

which accommodates two runways end to end, built over a 

linear form of transportation in or near a city, such as 

railroad tracks or a major highway. Using the major high¬ 

way would provide existing access to the terminal located 

between the ends of the two- runway systems. In the case 

of the major highway scheme, cross runways could be in¬ 

cluded by building over crossroads. 

Finally, an entirely new concept of runways has been 

proposed by James R. Conrey, an ex-Navy pilot. His plan 

is for a continuous, banked, circular runway with one- 

49 
way circulation. Ibis one runway would have a circum¬ 

ference of 32,000 feet and a diameter of 10,500 feet. 

Ihere are advantages and disadvantages to this plan. One 

advantage is that the plane theoretically never would run 

out of runway. This is true to an extent. However, if this 

runway is to handle more traffic than a comparative group 

of straight runways as stated in the proposal (handling 

simultaneous landings and take-offs spaced at safe inter¬ 

vals), limitation would have to be placed upon the distances 

required for landing or the circulation on the runway 

would overlap. A major advantage ofNthe circular runway is 

"Circular Runways," Time 
43 
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that the degree of banking provides great directional 

stability and tends to correct pilot errors in landing 

speed and touchdown points. High speed "roll-out" lanes 

or taxiway exits naturally flare off this circular 

pattern and lead to the central terminal area. 

Another advantage of the circular runway system is 

the ability of the ground system to conform to flight 

patterns above the airport, eliminating the need for 

the pilot to consciously set up his flight pattern for 

a landing. Flying in a circular flight pattern with a 

diameter of over 5 miles, the pilot is already oriented 

to the landing and must only maintain correct height. 

There are several disadvantages of the circular 

runway system, such as the cost of a banked, circular 

runway, the necessity for a complex ground control 

system for the aircraft and the need for access tunnels 

to the central terminal for ground vehicles. A factor 

which may come into play is the Venturi-like effect 

of wind ris5.ng over the crest of the banked runway, just 

before the point of landing and just after the point 

of take-off. Another disadvantage of this proposal is 

the reluctance of the public to accept a system which 

challenges the norm and questions the psyche of the pas¬ 

senger. The system would also require special training 

for pilots and exclude the amateur pilot from the com¬ 

mercial airport, definitely a favorable restriction. 

Finally, the circular runway plan would necessitate the 
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building of the entire runway system at one time and 

negates any possibility of expansion. Consequently, 

it appears that the disadvantages stated, coupled with 

the emphasis that increased aircraft stability places 

upon the linear parallel runway system and linear 

airport complex, will combine to reduce the possibil¬ 

ity of enacting this scheme. 

v 
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VEHICLES 

Vehicle circulation now directly influences and is 

influenced by every major element within the airport. 

In many cases, vehicle circulation is the governing 

factor for circulation for passengers, baggage and 

aircraft. The restrictions upon vehicle circulation 

are much more explicit than upon any other form except 

the aircraft itself. These restrictions are speed, size, 

maneuverability and linkage with other forms of cir¬ 

culation. 

The Kov5-.ng Automobile 

The automobile is perhaps the major asset and the 

major problem in America today. It has given people a 

form of mobility and independence unknown to earlier 

generations. Yet, the automobile is a very demanding 

object, and its demands often bring about a dehumani¬ 

zation of scale. Whenever both the auto and the pedestrian 

must circulate within the same space, inevitably the 

space is designed to accommodate the automobile. This is 

necessary, for the automobile, unlike the pedestrian, is 

an uncompromising element. 

Even with the advent of efficient mass transportation 

systems, the automobile will flourish as long as a person 

chooses to drive, rather than walk, two blocks for a loaf 

of bread. The car is a form of American life that can 

only be alleviated and never will be eliminated. The 

moving automobile within the airport does one of two 



things. It either circulates to the terminal building, 

picking up or discharging passengers and from there 

continues to the parking facilities, or it proceeds 

directly to the parking area at which point the pas¬ 

senger circulates to the terminal on foot, carrying his 

baggage. This last form of circulation is best accom¬ 

plished by providing automobile access to the parking 

area prior to its circulation through the enplaning 

or deplaning areas. Circulation to the terminal should 

be direct and continuous, allowing the automobile to 

re-circulate within the area if necessary. 

Transfer from the automotive to the pedestrian mode 

of circulation at the enplaning facilities is inevitably 

good. The automobile usually proceeds to the level of 

the passenger lobby (and plane entry) by means of an 

enplaning ramp. The passenger and his baggage are sep¬ 

arated from the automobile, allowing the auto to quickly 

be on its way again. At the deplaning area, however, 

large passenger volumes often make it necessary for the 

auto to 'wait while picking up passengers and the linkage 

is not achieved as directly. This fact, together with th 

need for taxi, limousine, rental car and mass transit, 

dictate the need for extensive deplaning facilities for 

the automobile in order to work as efficiently as the 

enplaning facilities. 

The Parked Automobile 

In reference to the movement of the passenger’s 



automobile within the confines of the airport, the walk 

from the parking lot to the terminal could be eliminated 

by offering attendant or mechanical parking. In this 

case, all enplaning passenger automobiles would circu¬ 

late to a transfer point adjacent to the ticketing area 

where the passenger and his baggage leave the automobile. 

From this point, the car would be parked by an attendant 

or by mechanical means in the long or short term areas. 

A special, metered short term area would be provided 

nearby for the visitor who is accompanying the passenger 

to his flight. Attendant parking or mechanical parking 

would allow car storage in significantly smaller areas 

and, if parking structures are considered, the added 

financial cost would be worthwhile. Mechanical parking 

is the more efficient of the two types, greatly reducing 

the number of employees necessary and, using a "pidgeon 

hole” parking scheme, greatly compressing the volume 

necessary to store the cars. Similarly, at deplaning 

passenger facilities, a claim area for the attendant 

or mechanically parked car would be provided. 

Tne standard parking provided at most airports is a 

situation in which the auto is parked by the passenger 

or visitor. The visitors, as previously stated, are 

usually provided with a metered, short term area near 

the terminal. The passenger rarely fares as well, for 

both long and short term parking areas, measured here 

in days, are usually at a considerable distance from the 



terminal. Parking at all airports is achieved by placing 

the automobile in one of these positions; to one or more 

sides of the terminal, above or below the terminal or in 

an area remote from the terminal. 

Automobile volumes in the airport today are such that- 

parking on one level to one side of the terminal (usually 

facing the main entry) cannot be done without having the 

pedestrian walk excessive distances. Parking on two or 

more sides of the terminal on a single level will reduce 

walking distances to an acceptable minimum, but usually 

conflicts with circulation patterns of the passenger to 

the plane or with that of the plane itself. 

Parking can also be taken care of by a separation in 

level in relation to the terminal. Due to the cost in¬ 

volved, this is most often done m a multi-level parking 

structure in which duplication provides economy, both in 

terms of area and vertical transportation. The passenger 

is usually ticketed and boards the plane at a level one 

story above the apron level. The apron is generally at 

grade, due to the excessive excavation costs in an under¬ 

ground scheme, and the parking which is separated by lave 

normally is above the terminal rather than below it. Ther 

are schemes which propose the loading of aircraft above 

the terminal and would raise the apron level sufficiently 

above grade to make possible automobile parking belor the 

terminal. Regardless of whether the parking is above or 

below the terminal, parking areas anc walking distanceo 



are greatly reduced and vertical transportation is often 

directly into the heart of the terminal. Stacked levels 

of parking also provide protection from the weather, 

which is lacking in the open parking areas. 

The final category of parking by location in the 

airport is remote parking; this would be parking at an 

area completely removed from the terminal facilities. 

This type of parking makes a system of transportation 

necessary from this parking area to the terminal. Remote 

parking is particularly applicable to long term parking 

and employee parking. 

Employee Parking 

Employee parking is usually provided for in a remote 

location, leaving the prime parking space for the pas¬ 

senger and visitor. Because employees usually arrive and 

depart from work in relation to specific shifts, it may 

be possible to provide a transit system which would func¬ 

tion for the employee only at peak hours, utilising the 

system for passengers the rest of the time. It would be 

necessary to synchronise the employee and passenger peak 

loads so that they did not occur at the same time. At 

any one time, however, the system could not be used 

exclusively for either user. Ihe employee parking can 

also be handled in a multi-level parking scheme, which 

places the parking above or below the terminal. In this 

situation, the employee automobile is usually placed on 

the furthermost level from the terminal and, in essence, 

becomes a form of remote parking. 



Employee parking can be an overwbelining factor within 

the airport. At J.F. Kennedy Airport in New York, there 

are 32,000 permanent employees which introduce approxi¬ 

mately 16,000 automobiles into the airport complex daily. 

This is an extreme example, but even at the smallest 

airport special consideration should be given to employee 

automobiles. 

Taxi- Limou s ir.e 

The taxi or the airport limousine is an automotive 

form of transportation which normally circulates with 

the private car. At most airports, taxi circulation is 

in no way distinguished from private automobile circu¬ 

lation, but the manner in which it relates to the 

passenger is different from that of the private car. 

This difference is not distinguishable in the case of 

the enplaning passenger who exits the private car or 

the taxi with equal directness. In the case of the 

deplaning passenger, however, it is important that all 

taxis be conveniently located and separation from the 

private car is desirable. This convenience of location 

is measured in increased efficiency for the taxi itself, 

as well as the ease with which the deplaning passenger 

is able to locate and transfer to this form of transpor¬ 

tation. 

Volumes of traffic within a small airport might only 

suggest a taxi or limousine stand among the private 

automobile circulation. Even in this instance, at the 
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unloading of a moderately M-sed commercial aircraft, 

the flood of passengers would congest the deplaning 

curb area. In the case of a major airport complex, con¬ 

gestion at the deplaning curb area becomes much more 

acute and calls not only for more area at this point, 

but also a separation from the private automobile of 

the transportation types to eliminate the confusion. 

This separation applies to rental cars and mass trans¬ 

portation, such as buses, as well as to taxis and 

limousines. Separation of these vehicles must be accom¬ 

plished in such a manner as to provide approximately 

equal access to the baggage claim area for all. This 

is usually achieved by placing all of the necessary 

elements at the same level surrounding the baggage 

facilities; but, this could also be done by changes in 

level with mechanical means, such as the escalator, pro-, 

viding circulation up or down one or one-half level to 

these facilities. 

Rental Car 

The rental car poses basically the same type of prob¬ 

lem as does the taxi, with an additional factor which 

must be considered along with that of the proximity of 

the offices and service centers to the baggage claim 

area. This problem is automobile storage and circulation 

from that storage position. Many airports provide parking 

for automobiles to be rented in extremely close proximity 

to the baggage claim area. Such a location uses parking 



which would otherwise be provided for the passenger or 

the visitor on a short term metered basis. Unless 

special provisions are made to provide for rental car 

parking which does not conflict with the taxi or the 

private automobile, it may be necessary to allow space 

only for cars already rented or which would be rented 

within a short period of time. A remote parking area 

would have to be provided for back-up storage, service 

and cleaning. On weekends at major airports, hundreds 

if not thousands of cars may be required. In this case, 

the automobiles would have to be shuttled from the remote 

area when needed. The system would seem to work well, 

except for the problem of circulating the employees 

from the terminal to the remote parking and service area. 

This could be solved by the use of a small motorscooter 

or car which would be attached to the car when delivering 

it to the customer. Another possible solution is to 

provide another means of transit, integrated perhaps 

with an overall internal transit system within the airport. 

Rental cars recently returned and in need of servicing 

could also be used as transportation to the remote hold¬ 

ing area. This particular solution may require a sinifi- 

cant time lag between the time the passenger requests a 

car and the time it is delivered to him if a surge of 

passengers consumes the cars on hand. For this reason, it 

would seem that provisions should be made for much or all 

of the rental car parking to be near the baggage claim 



area* This could be. accomplished by providing a special 

level or leves for rental cars which would be leased 

by the car rental agency, such as at Toronto, or by 

providing special facilities on one side of the baggage 

claim area for a large number of automobiles. The pri¬ 

vate automobiles and taxis could occupy the other sides, 

such as at Houston. 

Terminal Service Vehicles 

It has been conceded that service to the terminal 

is important enough to warrant special considerations, 

but there are varying degrees of attention focused upon 

this omnipresent element. This attention is primarily 

in terms of route, special facilities and shielding 

them from the general public. Service to the terminal 

consists mainly of supply items consumed by coffee shops, 

restaurants and bars. Hard items, such as office sup¬ 

plies, are not delivered regularly or often. In the 

past, service vehicle circulation rarely entered the 

terminal building and was handled at service docks lo¬ 

cated off the plane apron area or the public automobile 

circulation path. 

Considerable emphasis is placed upon service at many 

of today's airports, such as at Chicago’s O’Hare, 

St. Louis and the proposed Pallas-Ft. Worth complex, 

These schemes provide special routes exclusively for 

service vehicles, either below the terminal or to one 

side of it at ground level. Service to these areas, howeve 



actually consumes only an aggregate of a very few 

hours within the day and, if service to these areas 

could be scheduled, it is possible that service ve¬ 

hicle circulation could combine with baggage cart 

circulation. Ihe circulation paths of the baggage carts 

can be situated in such a way as to provide access to 

areas which would be serviced by lifts or elevators. 

Care should be given to provide an area for the service 

vehicles to park out of the direct circulation pattern 

of the baggage carts, using the roadway only for access. 

An airport which uses successfully this combined means 

for service vehicles is Toronto. It is obvious that this 

combined system saves considerable space which would 

have had to be included using two separate circulation 

paths. 

Plane Service Vehicles 

Although the ideal means of servicing the aircraft, 

both economically and logistically, is by conduits and 

pipelines, the use of ground vehicles still prevails. 

The majority of ground service vehicles, with the ex¬ 

ception of food service trucks, do not leave the apron 

area except occasionally for fuel. These vehicles serve 

not only as visual clutter, but also often are obstruct¬ 

ions for the aircraft. The apron facilities are struct¬ 

ured to provide support for airplanes weighing up to 

400 tons and yet the extremities near the passenger 

handling facilities will, in all probability, be used 



only for service vehicle parking. If ground vehicles are 

to be used for servicing, parking area should be pro¬ 

vided for them within the passenger handling structures 

if possible. If this is not possible, then a special 

sheltered parking area which does not conflict with the 

aircraft and which could be constructed adjacent to the 

apron should be provided. This structure could be posit¬ 

ioned against the terminal building or located in some 

of the wasted space areas created by the airplane cir¬ 

culation paths. It becomes more and more evident, howeve 

that the majority of these vehicles can and should be 

eliminated through the use of conduits or pipelines 

beneath the apron service. 

The Helicopter 

The helicopter’s relationship to the airport is 

similar to that of an outcast. It is permitted to be 

part of the circulation within the airport, but little 

effort has been made to accommodate it. This is due, in 

part, to the proportionally small volumes of passengers 

that it introduces into the airport. The helicopter is, 

however, still and e:;tens5.on of the airport circulation 

system and special provisions should be made for its 

particular characteristics. 

At most airports where there is helicopter service 

available, the helicopter lands on the aircraft parking 

apron, further complicating an already congested area. 

The passenger must then cross an area of open apron, a 



problem similar to that of crossing an open parking 

lot upon arriving by automobile. At this point, the 

passenger must still make his way to the ticketing 

facilities and then back to his flight. This ineffic¬ 

ient circulation pattern is the result of treating 

the helicopter as an individual vehicle, similar to 

the private aircraft, and yet the helicopter is part 

of a mass transit system. All that is needed to im¬ 

prove this situation greatly is a suitable point of 

transfer or linkage. This could be accomplished by 

providing the helicopter with a landing area in 

direct relationship with the ticketing area, as would 

be done with any form of mass transit. This relationship 

could be established on any side of the terminal, on 

the roof or by direct linkage to a form of internal 

mass transit. Characteristics of the helicopter, as 

well as those of the V/STOL craft, will be further 

discussed under "Air Transit to the Airport". 

The Vertical/Short Take-Off and 
landing Vechicle (V/STOLj 

The short take-off and landing vehicles in use today 

all have the same basic problems-in their circulation 

patterns in the airport as did the helicopter, with 

the added disadvantage of requiring a short runway on 

which to land and take-off. This characteristic alone 

makes it much more difficult to mould its circulation 

pattern to fit within the. airport. It would be very 

inefficient to require a commercial jet to wait for an 



air taxi or bus from the city to land on a 10,500 foot 

runway when all the STOL vehicle requires is 600 to 

1200 feet in which to land. Tnerefore, special run¬ 

ways must be built for the. STOL aircraft, whereas 

only a limited area and no ground circulation paths 

are required for the helicopter or the VTQL. Time is 

then consumed by the STOL craft taxiing to the pas¬ 

senger handling facilities at the airport where the 

circulation pattern from this point is the same as 

that of the helicopter described earlier. 

Unfortunately, this circulation pattern cannot be 

improved upon, as in the case of the helicopter, due 

to the inability to relocate the major points of 

transfer from the STOL to the terminal. 

'Ihe vertical take-off and landing craft under 

development for the near future will offer the same 

relationship to the airport as the helicopter, with 

all the possibilities for improvement in terras of 

transfer points to the airport. This aspect, combined 

with the in-flight economy of the standard fixed-wing 

STOL craft assures the VTOL a place in the future of 

mass air transit. 

Internal Transit 

port 

The growing volumes of 

s have increased circu 

passengers in today’s air- 

la t ion within the complex 

beyond the capabilities of the pedestrian. Some form 

of transit is necessary to supplement pedestrian movemen 



in all major airports, both present and future. When 

the aircraft positions of the. terminal exceed thirty to 

forty, a form of decentralization is necessary, whether 

it is achieved by a unit terminal concpet or simply by 

a series of fingers to handle passenger circulation to 

the plane. When this capacity of thirty to forty is 

exceeded, unless the plane is accommodated in a con¬ 

densed parking area, as in wing-over-wing parking, a 

transit system must be used. 

Different types of transit systems can be applied 

to the various facets of circulation within the air¬ 

port. One. type is the moving sidewalk. This system is 

normally used within the passenger circulation fingers 

to holding areas such as the satellites at Ios Angeles. 

This improves circulation from the terminal to the plane, 

but the moving sidewalk could just as easily be used 

for the circulation between terminals in a unit terminal 

scheme, 

A shuttle transit system, such as a bus or train, is 

most often used in a unit terminal plan to improve the 

circulation between terminals and to supplement movement 

from the automobile to the terminal. The mobile lounge 

scheme used at Dulles and the horizontal elevator plan 

proposed for Tulsa are shuttle systems which are except¬ 

ions to this rule; they are applied to the circulation 

from the terminal to the plane. Except for the mobile 

lounge system, all of these systems arc adaptable in 



in their applications, depending upon the terminal 

classifications and the frequencies of passengers in 

particular areas. 

The purpose of the internal transit system is not 

necessarily to eliminate pedestrian circulation en- 

tirely, although this goal -would be admirable. Its 

purpose is to reduce the scale of the airport to once 

again be within the pedestrian’s capabilities. All 

that perhaps is really necessary, therefore, is a 

schema which handles only individual circulatory paths, 

such as from the auto to the terminal or from the 

terminal to the plane, as long as it reduces the scale 

of the airport to that manageable by the pedestrian. 

V.bether the internal transit system should be applied 

to circulation from the automobile to the terminal or 

to the circulation from the terminal to the plane depends 

upon the type of terminal proposed. In a central termi¬ 

nal plan, the transit system is normally applied to 

circulation from the terminal to the plane, often leav¬ 

ing the passenger a lengthy.walk from his car. This 

could be corrected by situating the parking for the 

terminal so as to reduce the walk, perhaps at grade 

level around the terminal; such is the proposed solution 

at Tulsa, /mother alternative is to locate the parking 

at levels above the terminal with direct access by ele¬ 

vator to the terminal. 

The internal transit system, as used for the 



circulation from the automobile to the terminal, is 

usually applied in a decentralized terminal scheme, as 

in the unit terminal complex planned for Houston. This 

transit system links parking which is spread out over 

a large area to the terminals, as well as linking one 

terminal to another. Due to the reduced scale of the 

small unit terminals linked by this system, the cir¬ 

culation within each terminal and from the terminal 

to the planes is manageable for the pedestrian. 

This unit terminal scheme also lends itself to 

expansion better than the central terminal plan. It is 

more simple and appropriate to enlarge all the facili¬ 

ties available when adding a new unit 'terminal, instead 

of enlarging jtist portions of the airport system. Ex¬ 

pansion through this latter method would imply ineffi¬ 

ciency in the existing system, as well as in the 

expansion. The new unit terminal can also be designed 

with less regard to earlier unit terminals within the 

scheme and with more regard for recent technological 

and conceptual advances. 

Internal transit systems may be one of two types. 

The system may continuously transport the passenger, 

such as a moving sidewalk or escalator, or it -may move 

groups at a time between points, such as a train, bus, 

mobile lounge or 'horizontal elevator”. Each system has 

entry and exit points, but the continuously circulating 

one has the advantage of causing little or no delay 



upon entering and engaging the system. It also allows 

the passenger the option to remain stationary and 

"enjoy the ride" or, if in a hurry, to walk which adds 

his walking speed to the speed of the conveyance. 

Systems which handle groups of passengers, such as 

a train or bus system or horizontal elevator, lend 

themselves to airport concepts which allow large dist¬ 

ances between major points. This is the case with the 

unit terminal design at Toronto, in which the terminals 

are separated by a large expanse of open aircraft apron. 

In such systems, the speeds attained by the transfer 

module, whether bus, train or horizontal elevator, make 

up for time lost waiting at transfer points and during 

entry and exit. The mobile lounge system at IXilles 

bears special consideration for it is the one system 

which eliminates waiting or holding lounges as fixed, 

elements in the design and which allows a real separa¬ 

tion between the environment of the plane and the pas¬ 

senger. It makes possible the accommodation of almost 

any new configuration in aircraft design. This system 

is the only one which, without modifications, can cope 

with the new enlarged jet carriers, such as Boeing's 747. 

The mobile lounge system is uniquely expandable, re¬ 

quiring only added open apron space and additional mo¬ 

bile lounges. Unfortunately, the expansion of this 

scheme also requires the enlargement of the terminal 

facilities, as opposed to the much more efficient 



addition and duplication of facilities in the unit 

terminal concept. The mobile lounge system does not, 

in its existing form, efficiently accommodate the 

transfer passenger or'the short layover traveler. 

These transit systems, as applied to certain types 

of passengers, have been discussed under the heading 

of People in the "Synthesis of the Circulatory 

Elements." 

External Transit 

External mass transit systems, as related directly 

to circulation patterns within the airport, warrant 

deeper consideration than in the past due to the mean¬ 

ingful part that the airport now plays in mass transit. 

Within the airport terminal, it offers the possibility 

of linkage with the enplaning and deplaning facilit ies 

in a much more direct manner than could ever be achieved 

with the parked automobile. External mass transit should 

provide at least as direct a linkage to a central termi¬ 

nal as the moving automobile does at the enplaning and 

deplaning curb areas. In a unit terminal schema, it is 

necessary only to bring the external transit system in 

contact with the internal transit system. 

At Gatwick Airport in London, the airport actually 

becomes a part of the external transit system. There is 

a highway running directly beneath the airport, pro¬ 

viding bus connections at this point, as well as a rail¬ 

way system directly adjacent to the airport. It should 



be noted that the rail system, because of its complete 

independence from the congestion of the automobile, 

serves to carry the larger percentage of passenger 

volumes to and from the airport. 

The availability and convenience of such systems 

offer distinct and recognizable advantages over the auto¬ 

mobile and can lure a majority of passengers away from 

the use of the private automobile. In the case of 

Gatwick, its railway system transports 65-75% of all 

passengers which pass through the airport. Ihe empha¬ 

sis on enplaning and deplaning facilities in a case 

such as this should proportionately favor the mass 

transit system. 

It is, of course, desirable to bring the external 

transit system into direct contact with the airport, 

but it is not advisable to directly mix the circula¬ 

tion systems of the public highway and the airport. Only 

the traffic which has some relationship with the airport 

should circulate within the airport circulation pattern. 

While the external mass transit system alleviates 

the problem of transportation outside the airport, as 

well as the automobile parking problem within the air¬ 

port, it does in fact increase the burden of the tick¬ 

eting facilities. Where once there was a '’trickle" 

frequency for the enplaning passenger, the mass transit 

system releases a "flood" of passengers which can only 

be accommodated by enlargement of ticketing and baggage 

check-in facilities. The degree of the flood is dependent 



upon the type of mass transit used. Existing facili¬ 

ties could easily handle the flood of passengers from 

a bus or helicopter. However, passengers emitted from 

a high capacity carrier, such as a train, would inun¬ 

date most existing facilities. Deplaning facilities 

already create a flood frequency of passenger circu¬ 

lation, readily relating to any type of mass transpor¬ 

tation. Such factors must be taken into consideration 

in either the choice of the transit system to and from 

the airport or the facilities provided within the air¬ 

port to accommodate any existing external transit 



AUTOMOBILE 

In a nation of approximately 200 million people, 

there are approximately 78 million automobiles; by 

far, the majority of Americans of driving age have 

access to a car. The primary roads in America, such 

as highways and freeways, are designed for average 

volumes of traffic; that means that during peak hours 

even the newest freeway will be overloaded. Unfor¬ 

tunately, peak hours for airport traffic correspond 

basically to the peak loads within the city. Both 

are business oriented and therefore, airport traf¬ 

fic at peak hours conflicts with the traffic created 

by its own peak loads, as well as with that created 

by the city. 

While technological advances shrink the time 

required to fly from one point to another, increasing 

traffic on the ground lengthens the time necessary 

to travel from one point to another in spite of ad¬ 

vances made in automobile'design. The time spent 

traveling to the airport often exceeds the time con¬ 

sumed by the actual flight. Thirty minutes of auto 

traveling time from the city to the airport is the 

standard used by many planners in deciding the site 

or location of major airports. IXiring peak hours, the 

majority of airports built today would not qualify 

using this standard. 

The airport: also spawns industry which increase 



the congestion nearby the airport. Aerospace in¬ 

dustry, such as at Los Angeles, has grown to such 

stifling proportions' that new freeways alone will 

not alleviate the problem. Ihe answer lies not in 

more highways or in new advances in family trans¬ 

portation, such as the hovercraft which still must 

circulate on a right of way. The solution is a mass 

transportation system supplementing, not eliminating 

the automobile. 



MASS TRANSIT 

Mass transit systems operating in the city to¬ 

day are notoriously inconvenient, uncomfortable and 

overloaded. Ihe use of transit systems within the 

city for commuter use or as transportation to the 

airport is virtually undeveloped. Hie overloaded 

bus transit system suffers the same inconveniences 

of traffic as the private automobile. When the bus 

is in competition with a rail system, the rail system 

usually is chosen because of its ability to operate 

in its own environment unaffected by car traffic.. The 

advantage of the railway system to deliver larger num¬ 

bers of passengers to a few major points over greater 

distances in less time reflects the frequencies of 

today’s airliner. 

It is important that the mass transit offered in 

the future will operate within its own right of way, 

independent of existing automobile circulation and 

congestion. It is this factor alone which raises the 

mass transit system above the automobile. This can be 

accomplished by locating the transit system at a level 

above existing linear elements within the city, such 

as streets, highways or railroad tracks. 

The added disadvantage of having to provide stor¬ 

age for the automobile, whether at the airport or in 

the city, emphasizes the convenience of the mass transit 

system over the automobile. 

i&9 
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In the case of mass transit to the airport, it 

may be necessary to provide a system independent of 

the multi-stop inter-city transit system to eliminate 

the added congestion of the city employee.or the visi 

tor. Ihis sytem would provide transportation linking 

a small number of strategically located stations with 

in the city to the airport. 



AIR TRANSIT 

Air transit has the advantage of complete freedom 

of operations. It is necessary to provide facilities 

for operation at two points, the airport and the city, 

whether it is a vertical or a short take-off and land¬ 

ing vehicle. The route followed is then restricted only 

by minimum altitude limitations, unlike ground transit 

which must acquire a right of way between the two points 

Air transit also has the advantage of choosing the 

straight line as the quickest route between the two 

points, whereas a ground transit system must accommodate 

terrain and the impositions of man-made obstacles. Air 

transit has a definite advantage over ground transit 

in ease of operations; but as long as it takes less 

energy to push a weight along the ground than it takes 

to lift it in the air and transport it an equal distance 

ground transit will always have an economical edge in 

operations. 

The great burden of air taxi service from within 

the city is placed today upon the helicopter. The small 

amount of landing space required by this vehicle is the 

major factor related to its use due to increasing costs 

and decreasing availability of urban land, as well as 

its limited impositions upon the airport. The design of 

the helicopter must accommodate first the vertical lift¬ 

off and second, horizontal flight. This makes the heli¬ 

copter efficient while moving vertically and extremely 



inefficient in horizontal flight. Without doubling or 

tripling its air fares, the helicopter could not operate 

economically unless subsidized. The Federal Government 

at one time did subsidize helicopter service in some 

cases, but has since withdrawn it and now the helicopter 

must depend upon airlines or facilities within the city 

which they serve for subsidies. 

Due to decreased efficiency in horizontal flight, 

the helicopter is more efficient and compares more fav¬ 

orably with other short haul means of flight when the 

distance to be traveled between transfer points is at 

a minimum, such as from within the city to an airport 

ten or twenty miles away. 

There is proposed for Los Angeles a heli.copter 

taxi service which intends to reduce ground loading and 

unload5„ng time to an absolute minimum, thereby greatly 

increasing the efficiency of usage of the helicopter. 

This system proposes a module for passengers much like 

the lounge are of the mobile lounges used at Dulles. 

These lounges would be mounted on a driven carrier 

similar to a flat bed truck forming, in effect, a bus 

which would be driven to several points in the city to 

collect passenger. It would then be driven to a desig¬ 

nated area (heliport) still within the city and the 

passenger module would be taken off the ground carrier 

and attached to a Sikorsky "flying crane" helicopter. 

It would then be flown to the airport where another 



another ground carrier, after effecting a quick trans¬ 

fer of the passenger module, would transport the pas¬ 

sengers to the terminal. This proposal would seem to 

fit in well with the mobile lounge concept and even 

better to that scheme with some redesigning of the 

mobile lounge itself. A new design would probably be 

necessary anyway to provide an economical lounge plan 

for the future. 

The use by the military of the helicopter in 

the war in Vietnam has produced a concentration of 

effort in helicopter design. Due to the advances that 

will inevitably result and the influx of trained heli¬ 

copter pilots and crew, the helicopter will undoubtedly 

increase in efficiency and economy in the. future. Whether 

or not this increase, will make practical the commercial 

use of helicopters depends upon the degree of improve¬ 

ment;. Today, operating costs for the helicopter and the 

plane are 11-12<? per seat mile versus 5.5<: per seat mile, 

respectively. It is apparent that the increase in ef¬ 

ficiency must be significant to warrant commercial use. 

The short take-off and landing vehicle (STOL) has 

been in use for a number of years. The impetus for its 

development came not from the city, but from the necessity 

to land in locations with minimal landing area due to 

terrain conditions or emergency landing conditions. The 
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possibilities inherent in this type of aircraft led to 

its use for short haul and commercial fli.ghts which 

could conceivably operate within the city, given a 

landing strip of 600-1200 feet with no vertical ob¬ 

structions at the end of the runway. Ihis led to the 

runway possibilities of dock and warehouse facilities 

in relation to rivers and harbors. Another possibility, 

mentioned earlier, is having runways constructed over 

linear elements such as highways and railroad tracks. 

Tne economics of the STOL, a fixed-wing aircraft, is 

approximately 5.5<? per seat mile. 

Hie vertical take-off and landing vehicle (VTOL) 

is an attempt to combine the ability of the helicopter 

to land and take-off vertically with the horizontal 

flight economy of the fixed-wing aircraft. The engine 

load differential between the helicopter and the fixed- 

wing aircraft made this problem of mating the afore¬ 

mentioned functions a difficult one. Using tilt-wing 

aircraft, however, which directs the force of the engine 

vertically upon take-off and landing and which shifts th 

engine force to the horizontal in flight, the VTOL has 

succeeded admirably. Although these craft are still 

being developed and refined and are not scheduled for 

mass production for another s5.x to eight years, they 

offer a high reliability potential and their proposed 

cost is approximately one-third less than that of a heli 

copter. Their estimated seat/roile operating costs are 
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approximately one-half that of the helicopter on a 

downward cost curve approaching the operation costs 

of the fixed-wing aircraft to about 5.50 per seat mile. 

A third type of V/STOL is the autogyro. It is 

also not in commercial use today, but shows some promise 

for the future. The autogyro was originally conceived 

in the 1930's, but due to inefficiencies in its design, 

it could hot keep up with the quick growth of the heli¬ 

copter. This craft resembles the helicopter in many 

ways, but is much more simple in operation. A single 

engine engages an overhead rotor blade until a certain 

revolutions per minute is attained. The motor is then 

disengaged from this main rotor and used to power a 

smaller propeller of horizontal thrust; this, combined 

with a change in pitch of the freewheeling main rotor 

to apply an upward thrust, enables the gyrocopter to 

effect an almost vertical take-off. The continued ro¬ 

tation of the main rotor, acting as a gyroscope, provides 

extremely stable flight. 

Unlike the helicopter which necessitates the use 

of up to four separate controls, the autogyro or gyro¬ 

copter can be flown with a stick and floor pedals similar 

to those of the fixed wing aircraft once it is in flight. 

Advances made in helicopter design have been ap¬ 

plied to the autogyro and, due to its advantages of 

simplicity, the autogyro is offered in small models at 

a savings of approximately one third compared to the cost 



of similar helicopter models. If these savings could 

be applied on a larger scale, the possibility of the 

use of the autogyro for future commercial flight is 

great. 

In reviewing all of the V/STOL craft available 

or proposed for the near future for commercial use, 

the VTOL tilt-wing craft seems to offer the greatest 

possibilities for the future in terms of efficiency 

and economy. 



JANUARY 1885: “It will be necessary to instruct the future fliers to 

preserve that coolness and precision of motion in the air that should 

contribute to secure the necessary conditions of precise maneuvering 

and perfect equilibrium.” 



CONCLUSION 

Until recent years, mass travel was accomplished 

either by boat or by train. In both instances, the 

arrival and the departure was an emotional experience. 

The sight of the Statue of Liberty from a boat was a 

symbol of arriving. Structures such as Penn Station 

provided the physical environment which gathered the 

people arriving and leaving, and which made train 

travel so exciting. 

Today, the bulk of mass transportation is handled 

by two means also: the automobile and the airplane. 

In the automobile, one rarely senses any feeling of 

arrival or departure from the city as it expands out 

into the countryside. The plane, however, dees offer 

an opportunity for a sense of arrival at specific points. 

The airport will inevitably come to symbolize the city 

which it serves. The first and last visual judgements 

of a city are often made at the airport. As such, the 

spatial experience should be meaningful to the traveler. 

This symbolic treatment need not overshadow the airport 

as a system of transportation. The design should pri¬ 

marily be based upon a new emphasis on circulation for 

an airport is circulation. The specific elements, such 

as parking, offices and lobby area, have never warranted 

re-evaluation, These facets evolved by themselves, in¬ 

dependent of their relationships to the airport and, ir. 
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concept, have varied little through the years and will 

vary little in the years to come. The relationships 

and linkages between these elements, however, have 

been forced to change. The major problems of the air¬ 

port are related by this common matrix, circulatioxi: it 

is the basis of the analysis and conclusions drawn in 

this thesis. 

There are five major points derived from the main 

body of the thesis which should be reiterated. They deal 

with the site, the interrelationship of the various 

circulation patterns, the need for a reduction in size 

of the airport for the pedestrian, the relationship of 

the aircraft to the terminal and, in general, the choice 

of integrated systems growing out of particular needs. 

The first of these points concerns the location of 

the airport. There are four major considerations which 

govern selection of a site for the airport. They are jet 

aircraft noise, availability of land, air traffic patterns, 

and the visual aspect of the airport as a gateway to 

the city. Of these, the architect is concerned with site 

selection only in terms of the latter. 

The remainder of these considerations suggest a 

remote location from the city. This remote location poses 

a problem of transportation to the airport for the trav¬ 

eler which can be solved by a convenient mass transit 

system independent of the restrictions placed upon the 
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alternate form of transportation, tbs automobile. This 

transit sytem would also afford the airport employee 

a choice of either living in proximity to the airport 

and his work or residing within the city with the ameni 

ties it has to offer. 

The inherent stability of today’s aircraft in 

crosswinds, due to increased power and weight, implies 

a third site, apart from the private and remote munici¬ 

pal airports v;ith which we are familiar. This third 

type is the linear ’’downtown" airport. Due to the re¬ 

duced need for cross runway systems and the increased 

emphasis on the singly oriented runway system, it: is 

possible to build airports which are best served by 

propeller driven, fixed-wing aircraft or V/STOL craft, 

vised for commuter flights whose noise level is signifi¬ 

cantly lower than that of the jet. This type of air¬ 

port can be built over linear elements such as high¬ 

ways or railroad tracks within the city; this could 

possibly provide direct connections between the highwa 

or railroad system and the airport. This solution does 

not eliminate the need for alternate areas nearby with 

runways which provide access for the small percentage 

of the time when extreme crosswinds prevent landing in 

the usual manner. 

The second major conclusion deals with the inter- 

t lens hip of the m^iny typos of circulation within 

the airport. Today, we recognise the need to separate 



the flow of the inbound and outbound traffic by levels 

within the•terminal. Segregation by level of the many 

varied types of circulation, such as the automobile, 

service vehicles, baggage, passenger and plane, inevit¬ 

ably increases the efficiency of circulation, as well 

as that of the relationship between these disciplines. 

Economy would normally dictate that underground struct¬ 

ures be limited to circulation access between above 

ground points, such as between unit terminals or from 

the terminal to the satellite. More comprehensive 

studies, such as Brasilia in which all terminal facili¬ 

ties except the control tower, satellites and the hotel 

are below ground, have been proposed. 

The third key point is the need for a reduction 

in size of the major airports of today. The airport 

has become too large and the distances too great to 

any longer be covered on foot. Condensed aircraft park¬ 

ing areas and the stacking of many of the airport elemen 

help to reduce the size of the physical confines of the 

airport. A reduction in size and distance, however, is 

more likely to be achieved by the introduction of the 

internal transit, in which large segments of the cir¬ 

culation pattern are taken over by mechanized means. 

This transit may be from the terminal to the plane, such 

as the case of the mobile lounges at Dulles, or from the 

terminal to the satellite, as with the "moving sidewalk" 

at ix)a rtngci.es or the 'norxzontai. e.Levator’1 at Tulsa, 



The transit system may also be from terminal to termi¬ 

nal, encompassing transit from the parking areas to the 

terminals, snob as at Houston, which eliminates the 

most difficult walk, with the passenger carrying his 

baggage. Of the ‘'types" of transit systems, the mov¬ 

ing sidewalk has the advantage over the shuttle 

systems, such as the "horizontal elevator" or a train. 

The moving sidewalk eliminates any waiting time and 

allows the passenger to regulate his speed by adding 

or not adding his walking speed to the speed of the 

moving sidewalk. Regardless of which solution is ap¬ 

plied with respect to the restrictions placed upon it, 

the objective is to reduce the(,sizeuof the airport in 

order that it may once again be within the capabilities 

of the pedestrian. 

The fourth conclusion drawn in this thesis in¬ 

volves the manner in which the passenger boards or 

disembarks from the aircraft. Such a study can only 

be undertaken be re-evaluating the design of the air¬ 

craft itself. Existing cargo loading techniques sug¬ 

gest a solution where all passengers are loaded onto 

a pallet which, in turn, is transported into the fuse¬ 

lage, Such a revolutionary system, perhaps including 

space for the baggage, would be capable of dealing 

with any proposed "giant" aircraft and their large 
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mobile lounge concept, eliminates t:be need for con¬ 

struction of temporary passenger handling devices. 

The final conclusion is a general one which deals 

with all aspects of the airport. This thesis has at¬ 

tempted to clarify, compare and categorise different 

airport designs, Airport design, however, is not a 

question of absolutes. It is a combination of the 

systems which fit the restrictions imposed upon the 

design by site, economy, traffic type, volume and 

frequency. As such, the solution chosen should embody 

not just one category or type of system, but use which¬ 

ever systems apply to the needs. Finally, the architect 

should be guided not only be physical limitation, but 

also human psychological values. There are certain 

concepts which the individual seams to reject. This 

rejection is not universal, but it should be a factor 

for consideration in the choice of a concept such as 

a palletized passenger loading system or even an under¬ 

ground terminal schema in which the passenger may feel 

trapped. 

As architects, we must be guided by emotional needs 

as well as limitations. The airport must be more than a 

mechanical means of transfer - it must be an exciting 

gateway for the traveler. 

,!SUT AS THE STREET LAMPS MOVED BY, AS Till AIRFIELD 



DREW NEARER AND NEARER, THE OLD BUS RATTLING ALONG 

LOST LITTLE BY LITTLE ITS REALITY AND BECAME A GREY 

CHRYSALIS FROM WHICH ONE EMERGED TRANSFIGURED." 

Antoine de Saint-Exupery 
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